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Topological invariants of elliptic operators related to the classical 
Atiyah-Singer index formula for vector bundles “with coefficients in a 
C*-algebra A” (A-bundles [54]) have been considered recently by 
MiZenko et al. [63, 70, 671. Moreover, Kasparov has given a similar 
study in [44], also applying C*-algebra techniques. (In this regard, cf. also 
the survey article by MiSEenko in [62].) 
On the other hand, motivated by arguments analogous to the preceding, 
although in a different context, concerning the “coefficients” of the vector 
bundles involved, .which have been applied by Kandelaki [41, 421, and 
independently by Fujii [27], the above framework has been extended in 
[54] to more general topological algebras, in particular, to locally m-con- 
vex ones (cf. [57], or [52]), concerning the domain of coefftcients of the 
vector bundles under consideration. Now, the latter extension, indepen- 
dently of its own interest (see, for instance, [SO, p. 577, Remark 3.8; 561, as 
well as [65, p. 22, Sect. 61 or [64]), was mainly supported by the recent 
use of this type of topological algebras, more general than the normed ones 
(Banach algebras or C*-algebras), in connection with applications of the 
standard C*-algebra theory [ 171 to problems related to the relativistic 
quantum field theory (cf., for example, [7, 191, and still more recently, 
C821). 
Thus, we continue in the present paper our previous study in [54] (see 
also [55, 561) by considering, in particular, topological algebras endowed 
with a continuous involution (topological *-algebras) and the resulting 
“hermitian K-theory” of such, now getting as our main applications, within 
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this extended framework, various formulas of Hirzebruch type, as well 
as the Atiyah-Singer index formula, previously obtained for GP-vector 
bundles (over smooth manifolds) whose fibers were finitely generated 
projective A-modules, with A a (complex) unital C*-algebra (see 
C70,671). 
Now, the topological algebras discussed in this paper are, in particular, 
locally m-convex *-algebras [ 151, or locally m-convex C*-algebras, namely, 
those appearing as (topological) subalgebras of an inverse (projective) limit 
of (normed) C*-algebras (cf., for instance, [39, 23, 251). It is the latter 
class of topological algebras that has recently found applications, in 
analogy with the standard normed C*-algebras, to the foundations of 
relativistic quantum mechanics (see [7, 191). 
Thus in Sections 1 and 2 of the ensuing discussion we first consider the 
respective “algebraic-topological part” of the theory, namely, finitely 
generated projective A-modules which can be endowed with A-valued her- 
mitian inner products, where A is a given algebra with an involution 
(*-algebra). As a matter of fact, this always happens when, in the particular 
case considered, A is a complete locally m-convex P-algebra with an iden- 
tity element; the respective A-valued hermitian inner product thus defined 
on an A-module as above is, moreover, positive definite (Definition 1.2) 
and, in effect, uniquely defined (within an appropriate equivalence; cf. 
(1.16) and Theorem 2.3). As a consequence, by applying (algebraic) 
K-theory (Section 3), one realizes that, for every topological *-algebra as 
above, the “algebraic K-functor” and the “hermitian K-functor” are the same 
(cf. the rel. (3.23), or Theorem 3.2) a fact which is, for instance, fundamen- 
tal for the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 10.1: A tiyah-Singer Index 
Theorem). More precisely, the last result is formulated for complete locally 
m-convex C*-algebras with an identity element, which are also Q-algebras 
(viz., locally m-convex QC*-algebras) and, furthermore, satisfy the con- 
dition that the algebra V(X, A) (A-valued continuous functions on a (com- 
pact) space X, in the uniform topology in X) is also a Q-algebra; see (5.17) 
or (10.6)). The latter condition, as well as the condition that A is a 
Q-algebra, seems to be, at least for the kind of argument applied herewith, 
an indispensable tool for a number of crucial results of the paper (these 
properties are shared, of course, by any Banach algebra). Thus, it is also a 
moral of the present study (see also [54, 551, that, in effect, the latter 
property seems to be the most preponderant one of this class of algebras, 
which one needs for the type of reasoning employed in the sequel (as well 
as the property analogous to that above concerning the algebra %(X, A), 
when one considers “parametrizations,” viz., A-vector bundles [54], of the 
topological algebras involved; in this regard, see also Scholia 3.2 and 6.1 
below). 
Now, in analogy with the classical situation (cf., for instance, [93, p. 68, 
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Theorem 1.2]), one proves further that every A-bundle [54] over a 
paracompact space becomes a hermitian A-bundle (Definition 3.1), via a 
suitably defined “hermitian structure” (ibid.) on it (Theorem 3.3), so that 
one gets, at the same time, a “parametrization” of the previous relation 
referred to the K-functors involved (cf. the rels. (3.45) and (3.46)). On the 
other hand, the algebra A, “domain of coefficients” of the vector bundles 
under consideration, is also a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra (i.e., a 
projective limit of (normed) C*-algebras; cf. [39, p. 199, Theorem 2.1; 231) 
with an identity element. Moreover, the same result as that above might 
also be considered as an instance of a possible development of a “non-com- 
mutative hermitian differential geometry,” in terms of A-bundles of the lat- 
ter type. (In this respect, cf., for example, [93, pp. 65ff.l for the classical 
case, as well as [21], and [75], for the point of view alluded to herewith.) 
Furthermore, under the extra condition that the above algebra A is also a 
Q-algebra, one “relativizes” the previous parametrization of the functorial 
relation mentioned above by considering “compact pairs” (cf. the rels. 
(3.51) and (3.52); however, see also Theorem 3.2). In this regard, one also 
applies Clifford algebra representations (“CP~q-representations,” with p, q 
non-negative integers) into the algebra of endomorphisms of a hermitian 
A-bundle (cf. (3.32), (3.36), as well as (3.7); see also Section 4), a fact 
further applied to derive (generalized) Hirzebruch-type formulas (Sec- 
tion 6). Finally, a homotopy-type classzfication of hermitian A-bundles over 
a compact space, in terms of the “coefficient algebra” A involved, is given 
in Section 5 (cf., for example, Theorem 5.2). 
In the second part of the paper (Sections 6-10) we deal with applications 
of the technique developed in Part I, leading to (generalized) formulas of 
the Hirzebruch type, as mentioned in Section 6 (cf., for example, Theorem 
6.1 and its corollaries), as well as to the establishment, within the present 
generalized (non-normed algebra) framework, of the necessary machinery 
for obtaining the Atiyah-Singer Index Formula (Section 10, (10.10)). Now, 
the argument applied follows the classical device and, in particular, the one 
presented by MiEenko in [63], or by MiSEenko and Fomenko [67], to 
derive this formula for elliptic operators over (normed) C*-algebras. As a 
matter of fact, the latter work have also been the motivation for Part II of 
the paper (Sections 7-10). 
Thus, in this paper an elliptic pseudodifferehtial A-operator is an A-linear 
map between (the respective A-modules of) @?“-sections of A-bundles over 
a closed smooth (Va-) manifold X, whose symbol defined on the cotangent 
bundle of X determines, outside the “null section” of the latter bundle, an 
isomorphism of the corresponding fibers of the A-bundles involved (cf. 
Definitions 9.1, 9.2). However, the above symbol may be considered as a 
“matrix-valued” function, the entries of the respective matrices being 
elements of A, where the latter is still, at least in principle, a complete 
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locally m-convex algebra with an identity element (cf. the rels. (9.7), (9.8)). 
Furthermore, the GP’-sections considered take (locally) their values, in 
effect, from locally convex spaces (A-modules, fibers of the A-bundles 
under consideration; cf., for instance, the rel. (9.17) and the relevant dis- 
cussion thereupon). Now, by using the Laplace operator, in effect, on E-X”, 
by also arguing locally with respect to the cotangent bundle of the given 
manifold X, one further defines (integral) Soboleo spaces of the previous 
spaces (in fact, A-modules) of V-sections by taking their completions 
with respect to suitably defined locally convex Sobolev topologies (cf. the 
rels. (9.36), (9.37)); the same spaces are further globally delined by apply- 
ing suitably chosen %“-partitions of unity (cf. (9.63)). In this respect, in 
analogy with the classical case (numerical Sobolev spaces), one also proves 
that the preceding is independent of the particular choice of the 
$P-partition of unity considered. Several standard properties of the 
classical Sobolev spaces are further extended herewith (see also [67, 
pp. 853f.l). Yet, concerning the algebra A, one makes full use of the 
hypothesis that it is a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra (with an iden- 
tity element), thus providing each finitely generated projective (locally con- 
vex) A-module, typical fiber of the A-bundles considered, with a uniquely 
defined A-valued positive definite hermitian inner product (cf. Theorem 
3.3), a fact which is basically applied to the definition of the previous 
(globally defined integral) Sobolev spaces of %Tm-sections of the A-bundles 
involved (cf. the rels. (9.61)-(9.63)). 
Now, the analogon in our case of the Hilbert space formalism included 
in the classical theory of Sobolev spaces is, by an extension of the respec- 
tive argument applied in [67], the locally convex A-module &(A) (cf. 
Theorem 7.1), consisting of all the “square” convergent sequences in A (see 
the rels. (7.2), (7.3)); this module is further (canonically) endowed with an 
A-valued hermitian inner product (cf. the rel. (7.25)) by taking into 
account an extended Cauchy-Schwarz-Buniakovski inequality holding true 
for the (complete locally m-convex C*-) algebra A (cf. the proof of Lemma 
2.1; (2.10); in this respect, see also [67, p. 834, Lemma 1.11, as well as [76, 
p. 445, Definition 2.11). Furthermore, by further extending the classical 
situation, one proves that all the locally defined (integral) Sobolev spaces 
are, in effect, “copies” of &(A) (cf. Theorem 9.1.) while the previously 
(globally) defined analogous Sobolev spaces of %“-sections of the A-bun- 
dles involved are “copies” as well of spaces similar to f,(A), whose 
definition is now based on the respective finitely generated projective 
(locally convex) A-modules, fibers of the corresponding A-bundles, the lat- 
ter spaces being, in fact, direct summands of a finite direct sum of copies of 
I,(A) (cf. the rels. (9.56), (9.64)). 
On the other hand, the machinery referred to as Fredholm A-operators 
(Section 7) and compact A-operators (Section 8), respectively, which is 
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connected, in analogy to the classical case, with the Atiyah-Singer Index 
Theorem, is further developed herewith, in terms of continuous A-linear 
operators (A-endomorphisms; see also (8.2)) of I,(A) (cf. Definitions 7.1 
and 8.1, respectively). In this respect, the algebra A is in each case a com- 
plete locally m-convex QC*-algebra (or a complete locally m-convex 
P-algebra, respectively) with an identity element. Now, various standard 
properties analogous to the classical ones are still valid, within this extend- 
ed framework (cf., for instance, Lemma 8.1 and Theorem S.l), in such a 
manner that the index of a Fredholm A-operator is now a (well-defined) 
element of the respective Grothendieck group of the algebra A (viz., of the 
category 9’(A); cf. (7.74) and Scholium 7.2). Thus, the index of a Fredholm 
A-operator is a homotopy invariant (with respect to the +Zm-manifold X, 
base of the A-bundles involved; see also [54, Theorem 4.2]), which 
remains unaltered by the addition of a compact A-operator (cf. Lemma 
8.1). 
Now, by applying on the corresponding “difference A-bundle” of a given 
elliptic pseudodifferential A-operator (cf. (10.4) and (10.7)) the 
(generalized) Chern character, which has already been defined in [54, 
Sect. 73, one finally gets the index of the above A-operator as an element 
of the “torsionless” Grothendieck group of A (cf. (lO.lO)), thus in our case 
getting the respective Atiyah-Singer Index Formula, the base of the A-bun- 
dles considered being a closed oriented +?-manifold X. In this concern, the 
“coefficient algebra” A is again a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra 
with an identity element in such a way that the algebra W(X, A), mentioned 
above, is also a Q-algebra (cf. Theorem 10.1). 
PART I: GENERAL THEORY 
1. INNER PRODUCT A-MODULES 
Let A be a *-algebra, i.e., a linear associative algebra over the complex 
number field @ equipped with a “conjugate linear involutory 
antiautomorphism” (involution, denoted by “*“; this will eventually be a 
topological one, as will be specified in the following). 
Thus, we come first to the establishment of the following fundamental 
notion for the sequel. Namely, we have: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be a *-algebra and M a (left) A-module. By an 
(A-valued) hermitian inner product on M, we shall mean a map 
cc:MxM-+A (1.1) 
in such a way that the following properties are satisfied: 
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(i) a is sesquilinear; i.e., c1 is R-bilinear (with R denoting the 
number field) in such a manner that 
real 
a(ax, by) = aa(x, y) b*, 
for any x, y in M and a, b in A. 
(ii) a is hermitian; i.e., one has 
(1.2) 
a(-? Y) = a(y, x1* (1.3) 
for any x, y in M. 
(iii) M is (“strongly”) non-degenerate; namely, one has the following 
isomorphism of A-modules, 
MsM* z Hom,(M, A), (1.4) 
given by 
x++a,r: y-Cl,(y) := a(y, x), (1.5) 
for any x, y in M. (In this respect, M* in (1.4) is made into a (left) 
A-module by the relation (a. u)(x) := u(x) a*, for any UE A, UEM*, and 
XEM. It is also called the “dual” module of M.) 
Now, by a hermitian form over (the *-algebra) A, we shall mean a pair 
CM, a) (1.6) 
consisting of a finitely generated free A-module M, together with an 
(A-valued) hermitian inner product M on M, as was defined above 
(Definition 1.1). (In this respect, see also [ 10; 60, p. 1141, as well as [62, 
P* 781.) 
Thus, for A a given *-algebra as above, denote by 
=%(A) (1.7) 
the category whose objects are hermitian forms over A the morphisms of 
which are those morphisms in L?(A) (the category of finitely generated free 
A-modules with morphisms the A-linear maps) which “preserve the inner 
product” (or, equivalently, the rel. (1.4)); i.e., for any two objects (M, 01) 
and (N, fl) of (1.7) a morphism between them is a map 
4~ E How(M NJ 
which further satisfies the relation 
4x2 Y) = B(4(x), 4( Y))> 
for any x, y in M. 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
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In particular, an isomorphism in Zh( A), viz., an isomorphism in Y(A) 
satisfying, moreover, the rel. (1.9), gives rise, for every object (M, a) of 
(1.7), to an equivalence class [(M, a)], in such a way that one may further 
consider the set, say &*(A), determined by these classes. 
Now, the relation 
(M,a)O(N,B)=(MON,aOP) (1.10) 
mcrkes .=&(A) an additive category (cf., for instance, [33, p. 75, 
Definition l] for the terminology applied), so that the set &$,(A) is made 
into an abelian monoid by the relation 
C(M a)1 + C(K LoI = [(MO N @ 0 P)l. (1.11) 
Thus, one further defines the respective Grothendieck group of L&(A), 
denoted by 
L,(A), (1.12) 
i.e., the Grothendieck group of A-valued hermitian forms, relative to a given 
*-algebra A, or the hermitian K-functor with respect to the *-algebras A. 
(In this respect, cf. also, for instance, [43, p. 53, 1.7; 62, p. 77, Sect. 31.) 
However, we consider in Section 3 another, more general version for the 
previous group (1.12) (cf., for example, the rel. (3.22) below). 
Now, a hermitian form (M, a) (over the *-algebra A as above; cf. (1.6)), 
when, say, Mr A”, is uniquely determined by an element of M,,(A), the 
(complex) algebra of all n x n matrices with entries in A: That is, one has 
the correspondence 
a++ (a,= a(ei, e,)), 1 < i, j < n, (1.13) 
where (ejhGicn is a given basis of M. Further, by an obvious abuse of 
notation we write 
a = (a,), (1.14) 
with aii E tl(e,, ej) E A, 1 < i, j< n, as above. On the other hand, by con- 
sidering M,(A) as a *-algebra whose involution is determined by that of 
A, via the relation 
a* s (aV)* : = (a$), (1.15) 
one concludes by (1.3) and (1.4) that the matrix ~.=(a~), by (1.13), 
corresponding to a given hermitian form (M, a) over A is a hermitian (self- 
adjoint) invertible element of M,(A), i.e., a hermitian element of GL(n, A), 
the group of units (invertible elements) of M,,(A). Thus, when applying the 
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preceding matrix representation of hermitian forms, the equiualence relation 
between two hermitian forms whose matrices are, say, M and B, amounts to 
the existence of an element fl E GL(n, A), in such a way that one has 
cc=p* 0/30/L (1.16) 
(cf. also [62, p. 78, (1.8)]). 
In the sequel we shall be concerned, in particular, with hermitian forms 
satisfying the condition, set forth by the following: 
DEFINITION 1.2. A hermitian inner product c1 on a given A-module M is 
said to be positive definite if one has 
(1.17) 
(the non-negative reals), for every x E M. 
As a matter of fact, we will show (cf. Lemma 1.1 below) the existence of 
a canonically defined positive definite hermitian inner product on any 
finitely generated free A-module, when A belongs, in particular, to an 
appropriate class of topological *-algebras. 
The topological *-algebras which we shall be concerned with in the 
sequel will be, in particular, locally m-convex *-algebras, i.e., locally m-con- 
vex algebras with an involution “*,” which moreover satisfy the C*-con- 
dition, 
P(x*x) = P(X)‘, (1.18) 
with XE E, for every perE, a family of (continuous) submultiplicative 
semi-norms defining the topology of E. We refer the reader to [57] and/or 
[52] for further details concerning the theory of the topological algebras 
considered herewith (cf. also [23, 25, 391). The topological *-algebras just 
defined will be called locally m-convex F-algebras. (The term locally C*- 
algebras is also applied in the recent literature; cf. [39].) 
In this respect, we also note that (1.18) implies the continuity of the 
involution in E, while for an arbitrary locally m-convex *-algebra this is 
equivalent to the condition 
P(x*) = P(X)> (1.19) 
with x E E, for every p from a suitable family rE as above (cf. [IS, p. 7, 
Theorem 3.31). Furthermore, a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra E is, 
indeed, an inverse (projective) limit of C*-algebras, i.e., one has 
E=@&, (1.20) 
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within an isomorphism of topological algebras (cf., for instance, [39, 
p. 199, Theorem 2.1 I), a fact which will be of use below. In the general case 
E will be a topological subalgebra (within, of course, a topological algebra 
isomorphism) of the second member of (1.20). Thus, we may also suppose 
that, for a suitable family Ts as above, conditions (1.18) and (1.19) are 
both valid, concerning the particular type of the topological algebras con- 
sidered. 
On the other hand, by considering the set of positive elements of a (com- 
plete) locally m-convex C*-algebra E (i.e., those self-adjoint elements x E E, 
with SpE(x) G R + ; cf. [39, p. 205, Proposition 2.1]), one gets that the lat- 
ter set, denoted by E +, is a proper closed convex cone in E [39, p. 206, 
Corollary 2.53, thus defining a partial order in Eh, the set of all self-adjoint 
(hermitian) elements of E. 
Now, suppose that A is a (Hausdorffl complete locally m-convex 
C*-algebra (with an identity element), and let M be a finitely generated free 
A-module such that (e,), G iG n is the (finite) basis of M corresponding to 
the canonical basis (ei)l<,rn of A”(gAA’“‘), with ei=(6,)rGj.,,EA”, 
1 < i < n (cf. also [9, Chap 11, pp. 24ff.l). Thus, one defines an A-valued 
map, say CI, on A4 x A4 by the relation 
a(.% y) := ;, xi y*, (1.21) 
i= I 
for any x = C;= 1 xiei and y = C:=, y,e, in M, with xi, yi in A, 1 d i ,< n. It 
is easy to see, by the same definitions, that a is a sesquilinear and hermitian 
map, while (1.4) is still valid, since the relation 
a(x, x) = i x;xi” = 0, (1.22) 
i= I 
with x E A4, implies xix: = 0, 1 < i ,< n, for xix* E A +, with 1 < i 6 n (cf. 
[39, p. 205, Proposition 2.11); hence, by (l.l8),p(x,)=O, foreverypETA, 
with 1 d id n, i.e., (since A is Hausdorff), xi = 0, 1 < i < n, hence x = 0. 
Moreover, for every 4~Hom,(M, A), one finds (~(~,)=x~)~~~~~EA~, 
such that a, = 4, with x-C:= 1 x)e,e A4 and a given by (1.21), so that 
(1.5) yields, in fact, a bijection. 
Moreover, by the preceding one gets 
a(x,x)= i x~x,*EA+, 
i= 1 
(1.23) 
for every x = x;= 1 xie, E M, so that (1.17) holds true also, by [39, p. 205, 
Proposition 2.11. Thus, the foregoing provides the proof of the following. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let A be a (Hausdorff) complete locally m-convex 
P-algebra with an identity element and M a finitely generated free (left) 
A-module. Then, there exists on A4 a canonically defined positive definite 
hermitian inner product, given by ( 1.21). 
The inner product on a finitely generated free A-module A4 given by 
Lemma 1.1 is called the canonical hermitian inner product on M (see also 
Theorem 3.1 below). 
In this regard, we also note that the canonical inner product, given by 
(1.21), is in fact the only one, within an isomorphism, which is defined on a 
given finitely generated free A-module M, as will be proved in the next sec- 
tion, any other such being actually provided by a “change of bases” for M. 
Thus, by considering the matrix tl z (ati) E M,(A) corresponding to the her- 
mitian inner product on M defined by (1.21) (cf. also (1.13)), one gets, in 
particular, 
u = id,,, ), (1.24) 
so that we also obtain that a is a (positive) hermitian element of GL(n, A) 
(cf. also the next section, regarding the locally m-convex C*-algebra M,(A) 
for a given algebra A as above). 
2. TOPOLOGICAL INNER PRODUCT A-MODULES 
Suppose that A is a (Hausdorff) locally m-convex algebra with an identity 
element and let Tia be a family of (continuous) submultiplicative semi- 
norms defining the topology of A. Furthermore, consider the free (left) 
A-module A” (%A’“‘) endowed with the family of semi-norms given by 
P(x) := jJ da,), (2.1) 
,=l 
with x = C;= L aieiE A” and PE rA as above, where (ei) denotes the 
canonical basis of A” (cf. the preceding section) and a, E A, 1 6 i < n. This 
locally convex A-module topology on A” is equivalent to that delined on it 
by the semi-norms 
P(x) := sup da,), (2.2) 
l<i<n 
with XE A” and PE r, as above (cf. [54, Lemma 1.1 and (4.72)]). 
Now, by considering the (complex) algebra M,(A) (cf. Section 1) and 
the family of semi-norms on A” given by (2.1), we get a family of semi- 
norms on M,(G) by the relation 
N,(u) := sup J?(a(x)) 
p(x) < 1 
(2.3) 
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with c1 E M,(A) and x E A”. The second member of (2.3) is an element of R, 
since one has 
d(e)) G 13. .P(X), (2.4) 
for some A > 0 (depending on p E r, ), for every CI E M,(A) and x E A” (cf. 
c54, (l.lO)l). 
As a result of the above, one gets the following theorem, which is essen- 
tial for the sequel, extending, moreover, previous similar considerations 
concerning the algebra M,(A) in [ 54, Theorem 1.11 (see also [ 53, 
Theorems 4.1, 4.2; cf., in particular, (4.12)]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that G is a locally m-convex algebra with an 
identity element, and let M,(A) be the algebra of all n x n matrices with 
entries in A. Then, M,(A) endowed with the family of semi-norms given by 
(2.3) is made into a locally m-convex algebra with an identity element, this 
topology on M,(A) being equivalent to that defined by (2.1) or, equivalently, 
(2.2) on A”* (rM,(A); cf: [54, (1.19)]). In particular, M,(A) is complete 
andjor a Q-algebra if A is. 
Proof: Applying standard arguments, one can see easily that M,(A) 
becomes a locally m-convex algebra under the “operator semi-norm 
topology” defined on it by (2.3) (cf. also [52, Chap. I, Theorem 2.1 I). 
Now, by applying [54, Lemma 1.1; cf., in particular, (1.7)], one obtains 
P(dx))< i: d(de,)) (2.5) 
i=l 
for every x = C;= 1 aiei E A”, with d(x) = C:=, p(a,) < 1. Hence, by identify- 
ing cr=(a,)EM,(A)rA”‘in such a way that (cf. (2.1)) 
.%dei)) = C p(ao), (2.6) 
i, i 
one obtains, by (2.3) and the last two relations, 
Nj:(cc) d d(a). (2.7) 
Moreover, since d(ei) = 1 (one may always suppose that p( 1 A) = 1, for 
p E r,), one gets by (2.3), (2.6) that p(aV) d NJa), with 1 d i, j,< n, hence 
F(a) = sup p(aq) < NF(a). 
i, i 
(2.8) 
Thus, the last relation together with (2.7) provides the equivalence of the 
topologies asserted, while the last part of the statement is yet a con- 
sequence of [54, Theorem 1.11 (cf. also [53, Theorem 4.1 I). u 
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Thus, the (locally convex) topologies defined on M,(A) by (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.3) are all equivalent to each other, as well as to the Cartesian product 
topology defined on the latter algebra by the identification M,(A)= A”‘, as 
is easily proved by comparing the last topology on M,(A) with that 
defined on it by (2.1) (see also [ 54, comments following ( 1.19)]). 
In particular, if A is a locally m-convex C*-algebra, the semi-norms on 
M,(A) defined by (2.3) make it a topological algebra of the same type as 
A, as is derived by the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex F-algebra. Then, the 
relation 
BCx)‘=P ( i ,ixT)2 
i= I 
(2.9) 
with x = (xi) E A” and p E Tw (a family of (continuous) submultiplicative 
semi-norms defining the topology of A and satisfying ( 1.18), and hence 
(1.19) as well) yields a family of semi-norms on A” making it a locally con- 
vex A-module. Moreover, this topology on A” is still equivalent to those 
defined on it by (2.1) and (2.2). 
Proof Applying standard arguments concerning the theory of locally 
m-convex algebras (see, for instance, [57] and/or [52]; cf., in particular, 
(1.20) above), one gets in our case the Cauchy-Schwarz-Buniakovski 
inequality; i.e., one has 
for every p E TA (cf. also [67, p. 834, Lemma 1.11). Hence, one gets by 
(2.9) (cf. also (1.19)) 
i (xi+yi)(x*+yi*) ax)2+p(Y)2+2P 
i= 1 
<‘(x)‘+p(y)2+2P 1 * ( i I’~.)~‘*P(~Y~Y~+)“~ 
=b(x)2 +B(YJ2 + W(x) B(Y) = (B(x) +B(y)12; 
i.e., one has 
(2.11) 
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for any x = (xi), y = (y,) in A”. Furthermore, we have 
&z~X)*=p 2 
( 
ax;xju* <p(a) B(x)* p(a*) = p(a)2 j?(x)* 
i= 1 > 
(by the submultiplicativity of p E r, and (1.19)); 
that is, one obtains 
$(a. x) d P(Q). d(x), (2.12) 
for any a E A and x = (xi) E A”. Thus, (2.9) defines on A”, with p ranging 
over rA, a locally convex A-module topology. 
On the other hand, one obtains, in addition, 
that is, we have 
for every x = (xi) E A”. Further, we get 
(2.13) 
j?(x) = i: p(x,) = 1 p(xjx.?p2 (by (l-18)) 
i= I I 
(cf. [39, p. 207, Corollary 2.9; 17, p. 15, 1.6.91) 
ii ) 
112 
n.p 1 xix: = n. j?(x); 
that is, one has 
3x1 d n. P(x), (2.14) 
for every x = (xi) E A”. Thus, the last relation together with (2.13) provides 
the equivalence of the topologies defined by (2.9) and (2.1), hence the asser- 
tion by [54, (4.72)]. 4 
As a consequence, we can now infer the promised situation concerning 
the algebra M,(A); i.e., we have: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A be a locally m-convex C*-algebra with an iden- 
tity element. Then, the algebra M,,(A) of all n x n matrices with entries in A 
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endowed with the topology defined on it by the semi-norms (2.3) is made into 
a locally m-convex C*-algebra with an identity element which is, in par- 
ticular, complete and/or a Q-algebra tf A is. 
Proof The first part of the. assertion is a consequence of standard 
methods concerning analogous properties of the “operator (semi-) norm” 
defined on M,(A) by (2.3) (cf., for instance, [67, p.8371 for the case of 
C*-algebras). On the other hand, the second part of the statement follows 
by [54, Theorem 1.11 (cf. also [53, Theorem 4.11) and Theorem 2.1, 
above. 1 
Now, by applying the previous Corollary 2.1, we can consider a positive 
definite hermitian inner product on A” (in the sense of Definition 1.1) as a 
positive element of M,(A), the latter considered as a locally m-convex 
C*-algebra. However, the following comments are needed first. 
Suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an iden- 
tity element, SO that one has 
A =b&, (2.15) 
within a topological algebra isomorphism (cf. (1.20)), each one of A,, r E I, 
A, = A/ker(p,) 
bra with an identity element, where one has, by definition, 
for every pcl E Ta, and d,( [x,]) =p,(x), with x = (x,) E A 
and [x1,=x+ ker(p,), G~EI (cf. [23, 52, Chap. II, Sects. 3, 4; (4.5)]). 
Hence, by considering the free A-module A”, for some n E N (the natural 
numbers), one gets 
An=lim(AJn (2.16) 
within an isomorphism of locally convex A-modules (cf. also [8, p. 84, 
Corollaire 2 1). In this respect, we consider on A” the respective Cartesian 
product topology, the latter being, of course, equivalent to that defined on 
A” by (2.1), hence to those also defined by (2.2) and (2.9) (Lemma 2.1; cf. 
also the comments after the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1). In particular, 
one has 
M,(A)=limM,(&), (2.17) 
within an isomorphism of topological algebras, where on M,(A) one con- 
siders any one of the equivalent topologies provided by Theorem 2.1, or by 
(2.9), via the identt$cation M,(A) g An2. 
Thus, we now have: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an 
identity element and let M be a finitely generated free A-module. Moreover, 
409/106/2-12 
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let u: M x M -+ A be a positive definite (Definition 1.1) hermitian inner 
product on M, in such a way that u- (a,) E M,(A) is the matrix of u 
corresponding to a given identzjkation MzAA” (cf. (1.13)). Then, u is an 
invertible (self-adjoint) positive element of the (complete) locally m-convex 
C*-algebra M,(A) (Corollary 2.1); i.e., one has 
SP&U&) s CO, 00 ). (2.18) 
Proof: We have seen that u E M,(A) is, in fact, a self-adjoint element of 
GL(n, A) (cf. the comments following (1.15)). On the other hand (cf. [52, 
Chap II, Corollary 4.1, (4.3)]), one gets 
(2.19) 
where u = (u,) E M,(A) = bM,(Ai.)(cf. (2.17)). Now, the last relation 
proves (2.18), since one has 
(2.20) 
by [67, p. 8371; i.e., the matrix u = (a,) is a positive element of (the locally 
m-convex C*-algebra) M,,(A) (cf. [17, p. 14, Definition 1.6.5; 39, p. 205, 
Proposition 2.1, and p. 206, Proposition 2.23; see also [25]). i 
As a matter of fact, we shall presently see that the relations (1.17) and 
(2.18) are indeed equivalent (Lemma 2.5). Moreover, by considering the 
canonical hermitian inner product on a free A-module M as above (cf. 
(1.21)), one gets by (1.24) that this is a positioe element of M,(A). 
Moreover, it is, in fact, the only one, within an equivalence, that can be 
defined on such a module. Thus, we first have the following (cf. also [67, 
p. 838; 70, p. 213, Lemma 1.11). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a complete locally m-convex F-algebra with an 
identity element and M an n-generated free A-module. Moreover, let a be a 
positive definite (Definition 1.1) hermitian inner product on M, such that 
c( = (au) EM,,(A) is the corresponding matrix for a given identification 
MzA”. Then, a is equivalent (cf. (1.16)) to the identity matrix of M,,(A); 
i.e., there exists a self-adjoint element u E GL(n, A) in such a way that 
a=p’. (2.21) 
Proof By hypothesis and Lemma 2.2, the matrix a = (aQ) is a positive 
element of M,,(A), so that it has a uniquely defined “square root” in 
M,(A) which is also a (self-adjoint) positive element, say I*, of GL(n, A) 
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(cf. Corollary 2.1 and [86, p. 23, Theorem 6.11 as well as [39, p. 205, 
Proposition 2.11 and /or [25]). Namely, one has p = czi”, so that one gets 
a = P* = P*P = ~*(idMncA+, (2.22) 
which by (1.16) proves the assertion. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.3 for the algebra A, 
any two given positive definite hermitian inner products on a finitely 
generated free A-module are mutuaily equivalent. 
Thus, the preceding in conjunction with Lemma 1.1 now yields the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an 
identity element and M a finitely generated free A-module. Then, there exists 
on M a canonically defined positive definite hermitian inner product (Lemma 
1 .I ) which is, moreover, uniquely determined, within an equivalence (of her- 
mitian forms: (1.16); Corollary 2.2). 
The preceding situation is extended to any finitely generated projective 
A-module (see, for instance, Theorem 2.3 as well as Theorem 3.1 below). 
However, we first have the following. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A, M be as in Theorem 2.2 and, moreover, let 
CI: M x M + A be a positive definite hermitian inner product on M. Then, for 
every x E M, one has the relation 
SP,(4X, x)1=0 (2.23) 
if, and only if, x = 0. 
Proof It is the “only if’ part of the assertion that has to be proved, the 
rest being obvious. Thus by (2.23) and since c((x, x) is a self-adjoint element 
of A (cf. (1.3)), one gets 
a(x, x) = 0 (2.24) 
(cf. [86, p. 19, Proposition 4.6, 251). Therefore, by referring to the 
canonical hermitian form, say U, on M to which o! is equivalent (Lemma 
2.3), one obtains by (2.24) (cf. also (1.23)) 
u(x, x) = i xix: = 0, (2.25) 
i=l 
where x = XI= 1 xiej, with xi E A (i = l,..., n) and (e,) the (free) basis of M 
corresponding to the canonical basis (ei) of A” (cf. Lemma 1.1). Thus, by 
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the reasoning applied to (1.22), one gets x =O, which proves the asser- 
tion. 1 
We come next to our previous claim concerning the equivalence of 
Definition 1.1 with (2.18) in the case of a finitely generated free A-module. 
The reasoning applied to this constitutes still another (different) proof of 
the fact, already established (Lemma 2.2) that (1.17) implies (2.18), for the 
particular case considered. Thus, we have (cf. also [70, p. 213, Lemma 
1.21). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an 
identity element and A4 a finitely generated free G-module. Moreover, let 
a: M x M-+ A be a hermitian inner product on M. Then, the following two 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) c( is positive definite (Definition 1.2). 
(2) If CI z (au) E M,(A) is the matrix of a corresponding to a given 
identification MZ A”, then one has 
(2.26) 
Proof: If (2.26) is valid, then the proof of Lemma 2.3 is applied, so that 
one gets (cf. (2.22)) 
u=p2=pp, (2.27) 
for some self-adjoint element p E GL(n, A). Therefore, if x = x7=, xiei E 
Mr A”, one has 
U(X, X) = 1 u(x,e,, xjei) = 1 Xi(ei, e,) Xi* 
= ;;y (1.13)) 1 xi;,:x7 = xax* = (by (2.27)) xp*px* (2.28) 
i, i 
(of course, in the last relation one considers the elements x, x* in A” as 
“coordinate matrices”; in this respect, we abuse notation further by setting 
x instead of ‘x-transpose of the “column vector” x E (3~~)~ G iGn E A”). Thus, 
we finally get 
o& x) = @Lx*)* (P*), (2.29) 
for every x E M, that is, a positive element of A, which yields (1.17) (cf. 
[ 39, p. 205, Proposition 2.11 and/or [25]), i.e., (2) implies (1). 
On the other hand, assume that (1.17) is valid, and let SpMncw)(cr) c R 
(Corollary 2.1 in conjunction with (1.15) and [39, p. 200, Corollary 2.2, 
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(l)]) also has a negative part, so that if p is the corresponding projector on 
that part of the spectrum of ~1, one gets 
p*=p=p2 and crp=pa (2.30) 
(cf. also [67, p. 837)). Therefore, if d 5 up, then B is negative definite; i.e., 
one has 
sp,(xBx*) c UK. (2.31) 
(the non-positive reals), for every x E M (cf. also (2.28)). Thus, if x* = py*, 
one gets by (2.30) 
xix* = ypEpy* = ypappy* = yppapy* = ypapy* = xax* (2.32) 
Hence, by (1.17) and (2.31), one has 
sp,(xax*) = sp,(xax*) = {O), 
so that by (2.28) one obtains 
(2.33) 
Sp,(a(x, xl) = 0, (2.34) 
hence (Lemma 2.4), x = 0; therefore p = 0, so that (2.26) holds true, i.e., ( 1) 
impZies (2) as well, which finishes the proof. 1 
Now, in order to establish our assertion regarding the extension of 
Theorem 2.2 to the case of finitely generated projective A-modules, we 
shail need the following (cf. also [70, p. 2.14, Lemma 1.31). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a complete locally m-convex F-algebra with an 
identity element and M a finitely generated projective A-module. Then, 
M = IMP), (2.35) 
where p E M,,(A) is a self-adjoint projector; i.e., one has 
p*=p=p2. (2.36) 
ProoJ: By hypothesis for M there exists a finitely generated free 
A-module, say Nz A”, and a projector 
a (:N+N)EM,(A) (2.37) 
(cf. (1.13)), in such a way that 
M=Im(a) (2.38) 
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(cf., for instance, [9, Chap. II, p. 39, Proposition 4, and p. 27, Proposition 
201). Now, by considering the positive element ~a* E M,(A), one gets 
SP M,(W)(~~*) E R+ (2.39) 
(cf. Corollary 2.1 and [39, p. 205, Proposition 2.11). Therefore, if p denotes 
the corresponding projector on the (strictly) positive part of the spectrum 
of ~a* (cf. also [70, p. 213]), one has (see also (2.30)) 
p*=p+ and p(m*) = (cta*)p. (2.40) 
Thus, one obtains 
such that 
N1 = Wd 
Therefore. c1 takes the form 




in such a way that one has 
ua* = 
( 
cfIaf + ct& ct,a: +a,at 
ct3af + a4a: a3cx: + a4a4* 1. 
(2.44) 
On the other hand, one gets for aa* the form 
(2.45) 
for some BEM,(A) (cf. [70, p. 214, Lemma 1.31 and (2.17)) so that by 
(2.44) one has 
a,cr~+a,a4*=0, (2.46) 
hence (cf. (1.18) and the reasoning applied to (1.22)), 
LY3=ct4=o. 
Thus, by (2.44), one obtains for W* the form 
(2.47) 
clu* =( 
ala: + a2az* 0 
0 > 0 ’ 
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so that, by (2.45) one has that 
y=u,a:+u,u:: N,+N, (2.49) 
is an invertible element OJ” End,(N,). (In this respect, since EndA is a 
closed *-subalgebra of M,(A) (cf. [54, Lemma 3.2]), hence a complete 
locally m-convex P-algebra with an identity element (cf. Scholium 2.1 
below), it is, in fuct, a symmetric algebra (i.e., 1 + CICI* is an invertible 
element, for every amend,; cf. (2.17) or (2.15) and [77, p. 243, 
Theorem 4.8.91 in conjunction with [52, Chap. II, Theorem 4.1, 39, p. 200, 
Corollary 2.31; see also [26, Corollary 3.21). Moreover, since CI is a projec- 
tor of M,(A), i.e., c1* = a (cf. (2.37)) one gets by (2.43) 
c(;=Cr, and CtlcQ = u*. (2.50) 
Thus, by (2.43) and (2.47) we finally get 
in such a manner that (cf. (2.48) and (2.50)) 
Ml 0 
uu*= o o . ( H 
l+;*at (Jo ;) 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
so that c~i E End,(N,) is still an invertible element. (In connection with 
(2.45), we further note that CI can thus be put in the form 01= (A {), for some 
BEMn(A)). 
Now, we show that 
N, = Im(a), (2.53) 
which together with (2.38) and the first part of (2.42) will prove the asser- 
tion, since one then will have 
M = Im(a) = N, = Im(p); (2.54) 
i.e., (2.35) (cf. also the first of (2.40)). Indeed, if x E N,, since y is invertible, 
one has x = yy, for some y E N,, so that 
(2.55) 
i.e., one gets x = uz, with tx*( y), that is, Ni E Im(a). On the other hand, if 
x=c(~i, then by (2.51) x=01, yi +cr2yz, with yieNi (i= 1,2), so that by 
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(2.50), XE N,, i.e., Im(cr) E Nr, which proves our claim, and this finishes 
the proof. 1 
Thus, we now have the following. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a complete locally m-convex F-algebra with an 
identity element and A4 a finitely generated projective A-module. Then, any 
two given positive definite hermitian inner products on A4 are mutually 
equivalent. 
Proof: By the proof of Lemma 2.6, there exists a finitely generated free 
A-module, say Nz A”, and a self-adjoint projector a E M,(A), with 
M= Im(a) 
in such a way that 
and Q = ker(cc) = Im( 1 -a), (2.56) 
N=M@Q (2.57) 
(cf. (2.36) and (2.54)). Now, if /3 is a positive definite hermitian inner 
product on A4 (Definition l.l), consider any other such on Q, say y (cf. also 
Scholium 2.1 below), so that one further defines a hermitian form, say p, 
on N by the relation 
11(xlY)=P(x,,Yl)+Y(x,,Y*), (2.58) 
for any X, y in N, such that x=x, +x, and y= y, +y,, with x1, y, in M 
and x2, y2 in Q. Thus, p is also a positive definite hermitian form on N (cf. 
also [39, p. 206, Corollary 2.5]), so that by again applying the (abused) 
notation of (1.13) one gets 
(2.59) 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3, one has 
P=P*P (=p’L (2.60) 
with p a self-adjoint element of GL(n, A) (cf. (2.22)), i.e., p is equivalent to 
the identity element of M,(A) (ibid.). Thus, the proof of the assertion can 
now be reduced (cf. (2.59)) to establishing that p can be put in a diagonal 
form, namely, that one has the relation 
(cf. also (2.56)). 
ap(l-(x)=(1-cz))pol=O (2.61) 
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Now, by considering the complete locally m-convex C*-algebra M,(A) 
(Corollary 2.1) and the self-adjoint element p E M,,(A), one concludes by 
applying the “holomorphic functional calculus” to the commutative com- 
plete locally m-convex C*-subalgebra of M,(A) generated by p and lMncAJ 
(cf. [52, Chap. III, Theorem 7.2]), that p (=&; cf. (2.60)) sarisfies (2.61), 
whenever this is the case for every polynomial in p (the latter can also be 
concluded as an application of [39, p. 203, Theorem 2.41). In this respect, 
we already have the relation 
ap(l-LY)=(l-cc)/kX=O (2.62) 
(cf. (2.65), (2.57)). Furthermore, one has 
Cr~*(1-01)=tl&Yf1-~)~(1-~)=CL~~~(1-~)+C1~(1-~)~(1--(X) 
=o (by VW), (2.63) 
and analogously one gets 
(1 -a)$a=O. (2.64) 
Thus, the required relation for p can now be obtained by induction on the 
degree of the polynomial in p considered, and this finishes the proof. 1 
Scholium 2.1. Suppose we have a complete locally m-convex P-algebra 
A with an identity element, and let M be a finitely generated projective 
A-module. Then, by considering on M the canonical locally convex 
A-module topology defined on it by some imbedding M 5 A” (cf. [54, 
Definition 1.1 I), one gets that the algebra 
EndA (2.65) 
[54, (3.17)-J is a complete locally m-convex P-algebra with an identity 
element, being, in fact, a closed subalgebra of M,(A) ([54, Lemma 3.21, in 
conjunction with Corollary 2.1 of the present paper and Lemma 2.1). 
On the other hand, if c( is a hermitian inner product on M, then by apply- 
ing the reasoning in (2.58) and (2.59), one can consider (cf. also (1.13)) c( 
as a self-adjoint and invertible element of End,(M), so that one gets 
(2.66) 
(cf. also [39, p. 200, Corollary 2.23). We shall use the last relation in the 
next theorem. 
Thus, we are now in the position to state the following basic result (cf. 
also [70, p. 216, Lemma 1.61). 
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THEOREM 2.4 (Jacobi-Sylvester: “Law of Inertia”). Let A be a complete 
locally m-convex C*-algebra with an identity element and M a finitely 
generated projective A-module. Moreover, let u be a hermitian inner product 
on M. Then, M admits the direct sum decomposition 
(M, ct)=(M+, a+)@(M-, cr-), (2.67) 
where tl + (resp. u - ) denotes a positive definite (resp. negative definite) her- 
mitian inner product on the respective (finitely generated projective) 
A-module as indicated. 
ProoJ By considering CI as an element of End,(M) (Scholium 2.1), one 
concludes (2.66), so that if p denotes the projector on the positive part of 
the spectrum of c( with respect to the algebra (2.65), one may assume that 
p*=p=p= and pee = clp. (2.68) 
Therefore, one gets 
M = Im(p) 0 Im( 1 - p), (2.69) 
so that 
M+ E Im(p) and M- =Im(l -p). (2.70) 
Thus, by setting 
cI+ =pa and a--(l-p)cc (2.71) 
one gets, of course, that CI + is a positive definite hermitian inner product on 
M+, while CI- is a negative definite one on M-, and this finishes the 
proof. i 
3. HERMITIAN K-THEORY 
We argue in the present section within a category more ample than (1.7), 
the latter being, in fact a full subcategory of it, namely, of the category 
%(A) (3.1) 
whose objects are pairs (M, a) consisting of a finitely generated projective 
(left) A-module M, with respect to a given *-algebra A, and a hermitian 
inner product c1 on M with values in A, i.e., a map CC: M x M -+ A satisfying 
the conditions (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4). 
In this respect, we say, further, that the map c( above is a non-degenerate 
A-valued hermitian form on M, while by extending the terminology of Sec- 
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tion 1, we shall also refer to an object (M, M) of (3.1) simply as a hermitian 
form over A, when no ambiguity occurs with (1.7). 
Now the morphisms of (3.1) are morphisms of .Y( A) (the category of 
finitely generated projective A-modules, with A-linear maps as morphisms) 
satisfying the condition analogous to (1.9). 
Thus, 9&(A) becomes an additive category by defining the (direct) sum of 
herrnitian forms over A by the relation 
CM, a)% WI, a,)O(M,, a,), 
in such a way that 
M=M,OM~ and Cf=tl* @CC,, 
such that one has 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
4% Y) := a,(x,, YI)+“Ah Y2L (3.4) 
for any x=x1 +.x2, y = y, + y, in M, with xi, yi in Mi (i= 1,2) (cf., for 
instance, (2.58)). 
However, we can also apply the “theory of gradations” (cf. [54, Sect. 71) 
to get a more general framework. Thus, for any p, q in H, (the non- 
negative integers), we denote by 
F?“(A) (3.5) 
the category whose objects are the pairs 
i(M a), PI? (3.6) 
where (M, tl) is a hermitian form over A, i.e., an object of Ph(A) and 
p: Py + End,(M, a) (3.7) 
an R-algebra morphism of the CZzjJord algebra Cp,q (cf. [54, (7.26)]) into 
the algebra of A-endomorphisms of the (hermitian) form (M, a) (cf. [54, 
(3.17)] and (1.9)); moreover, a morphism of the category (3.5) is a 
morphism of (3.1) commuting with the respective maps (3.7), i.e., if h is such 
a morphism between any two given objects {(M, tl), p} and ((M’, a’), p’} 
of (3.5), one has by definition the relation 
for every x E Cp,q. 
h 0 p(x) = p’(x) 0 h, (3.8) 
Now by a gradation of an object {(M, c(), p} of (3.5) we mean an 
element 
v E End,(M ~1, (3.9) 
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in such a way that: 
(1) q2= 1 (rid), and 
(2) n anticommutes with the generators (e,)l GigP+q of the algebra 
Pq, the latter being considered, via p, as elements of the algebra 
End,(M, a); i.e., one has by definition, 
(3.10) 
with 1 ,<idp+q. 
Thus, we denote by 
GradPs4((M, CI), p) (3.11) 
the set of gradations of a given object ((M, a), p} of (3.5), this being a sub- 
set of the algebra End,(M, a), hence, in fact, of the algebra End,(M). Now, 
the latter becomes a locally m-convex *-algebra, if A is (cf. Scholium 2.1), 
so that the set (3.11) is endowed with the relative topology, whenever in the 
sequel it is considered as a topological space. 
Now, a triple 
(3.12) 
where {(AI, c1), p} is an object of the category (3.5) and qk (k = 1,2) 
elements of the set (3.11) is said to be an elementary object, whenever the 
gradations ylk (k= 1, 2) are homotopic within (3.11), i.e., (the last set being 
considered as a topological space within the context described above), 
there exists a continuous one-parameter family 
(m*L, [O,ll in GradP.q((M, a), p); here the map 
(t, x) -+ o,(x) is jointly continuous in t and x) such 
that 
(3.13) 
WO=yll and ml= r2. 
Thus, the algebra A being a locally m-convex *-algebra (cf. (1.19)) one 
defines the Grothendieck group of the category (3.5), denoted by 
KfY(A), (3.14) 
with p, q in Z,, as the quotient group of the free (abelian) group 
generated by the triples (3.12) modulo the subgroup generated by the 
elementary objects. (In this respect, cf. also [54, Sect. 7; (7.35)], as well as 
[34, p. 142, 4.15; 70, p. 2161). 
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Now, for any given ring A with an identity element, we denote by K(A) 
the Grothendieck group of the (additive) category ??(A); i.e., we further 
set, by definition, 
K(A) z K(LPyA)) (3.15) 
(cf., for instance, [43, p. 54, l.lO]). 
On the other hand, by supposing A to be a locally m-convex algebra with 
an identity element, one defines for every compact pair (X, Y) (i.e., a com- 
pact (Hausdorff) space X and a closed subspace Y of X) and any p, q in 
Z + , the (relativized) Grothendieck group 
Iq(X, Y) (3.16) 
(cf. [54, (7.35), (7.38)]). Thus, one sets, by definition, 
Ky A) : = K%4(pt.) = Kkqpt., @). (3.17) 
Hence, one gets, in particular, 
A?‘(A) = KOi”(pt.) = &(pt.) = K(A) (3.18) 
(cf. also [54, (5.1) and (7.44)], as well as [43, p. 141, Theorem 4.12, 
p. 151; proof of Proposition 5.7 and p. 28, 6.81); i.e., in fact, one has 
h?‘(A) = K(A), (3.19) 
within an isomorphism of (abelian) groups. 
Thus, we come to the proof of the following basic result (cf. also [70, 
p. 2161): 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an 
identity element. Then, one gets (cf. (3.14)) 
eO(A)=If’xO(A)=K(A) (by (3.19)), (3.20) 
within an isomorphism of the respective (abelian) groups. 
Proof Applying Theorem 2.4, one defines a morphism of groups by the 
correspondence 
(M, a)+-+ CM+ I- CM- I, (3.21) 
which is, in fact, an isomorphism for the corresponding groups in (3.20) (cf. 
also Theorem 2.3, and [43, p. 55, Proposition 1.153). In this respect, we 
also note that by (3.5) and (3.14), one gets, of course, the following 
isomorphism of groups, 
~“(AWWV, (3.22) 
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where the second group of the last relation means the Grothendieck group 
of the category L&(A) (cf. (3.1)). On the other hand, one easily realizes that 
(3.21) indeed defines an onto map by “supplementing” any object of the 
category p(A) to an object of L?(A) and then applying reasoning similar 
to that of Theorem 2.2 (cf. also [9, Chap. II, p. 45, Corollaire, and p. 13, 
Proposition 71, as well as [62, pp. 78ff.l). 1 
As a consequence of the preceding theorem and its proof (cf. (3.22)), one 
indeed gets the relation 
L(A) = K(A) (3.23) 
within an isomorphism of (abelian) groups (with the algebra A satisfying, of 
course, the conditions of Theorem 3.1). Now, it is, in fact, the extension of 
the last relation, for any p, q in Z, , which we examine next when, in the 
more general case considered, we introduce a “continuous parametrization” 
of the above. 
Thus, by an obvious extension of the preceding argument (based on the 
same definitions; cf. also [9, Chap. II, p. 13, Corollaire 1 ] and [70, 
p. 2173) to higher indices in (3.20), one gets, for any p, q in Z, , the follow- 
ing isomorphism of (abelian) groups, 
Kf’(A)zIPq(A) (3.24) 
(cf. (3.14) and (3.17)). 
Scholium 3.1. Concerning the preceding formula (3.23), we remark that 
by applying the arguments of [43, p. 29, Theorem 6.101 and Theorem 2.2 
above, one gets 
~(A)=Li~)=ck~)=Ph(A), (3.25) 
within a category equivalence, where “-” denotes the respective pseudo- 
abelian category (cf. [43, p. 28, Definition 6.71) associated to the additive 
category considered. In this respect, cf. also [43, p. 31, Theorem 6.161, 
while one also proves the last relation in (3.25) by again applying the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (“onto” of the map (3.21)) in con- 
junction with [43, p. 29, Theorem 6.101. Thus, one has, by (3.25), the 
following equivalence of categories, 
p(A)-%(A), (3.26) 
with A any complete locally m-convex P-algebra with an identity element, 
hence the relation (3.23) by taking the respective Grothendieck group (cf. 
(3.15) and 3.22)). 
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We come next to the promised “continuous analogon” of (3.24). Thus, 
we first set the following. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a locally m-convex *-algebra with an identity 
element, and let &JA(X) be the category of A-bundles over a given 
(Hausdorff) topological space X (cf. [54, Definition 2.2 and Sect. 31). 
Now, we shall say that an object E of gA(X) is endowed with a hermitian 
structure whenever there exists a continuous map (cf. also [54, (3.5)]) 
c(:EQE-+A 
in such a way that, for every x E X, 
(3.27) 
(Em ax) (3.28) 
is an object of the category PJA); i.e., the restriction a, of CI to the fiber E, 
of E, with x E X, is an A-valued hermitian inner product on E,. 
Thus, by a hermitian A-bundle we shall mean an A-bundle E endowed 
with a hermitian structure as above. We will denote by (E, c() the 
corresponding A-bundle E together with the map c( as in (3.27). 
Equivalently, as one might expect, a hermitian A-bundle is, by 
definition, an A-bundle 5 = (E, rc, X) [54], together with an A-valued her- 
mitian inner product on each fiber E, of 5 “varying continuously with 
XE X.” We shall also denote this by (r, CI), with a! as in (3.27). 
Now, by continuing to argue within the context of Definition 3.1, one 
considers the category 
G&(X)? (3.29) 
whose objects are hermitian A-bundles over X as above, and with the 
obvious morphisms (cf. [54, (3.3)] and (1.9)). Furthermore, by analogy to 
the categorv (3,5 ), o,ne considers. for. everv .oa.ir _of-non~~~ative~nt~~~~~ ~~~__~~~ i--------m -----------------------------------------,-,- i- ~~-~ . _~~ ‘i -, -: 111------ . . .. . . . . . ILl~!uu#rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr,,~,r~,,~~~~~!~!~~~!~!!~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Ffq(X; A), 
1 are the tetrads 




s an object of the category (3.29), 
p: Cpzq + End( E, c() (3.32) 
morphism of the Clifford algebra Cp,q (cf. (3.7)) into 
: (complex) algebra of endomorphisms of the hermitian A-bun- 
where (E, a) i 
an R-algebra 
End(E, a), the 
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die (E, c() (cf. also 154, Sect. 7]), and qk (k= 1,2) gradations of(E, CC), i.e., 
elements of End(E, a) satisfying the conditions analogous to those of (3.9). 
Thus, one defines the Grothendieck group 
qqx; A) (3.33) 
as the quotient group of the free (abelian) group generated by the tetrads 
(3.31) modulo the subgroup generated by the elementary objects; the latter 
are defined analogously to similar objects considered for the group (3.14) 
(cf. (3.13)) where now one defines the set 
GradP,Y((E, a), p) (3.34) 
of gradations of a given pair ((E, a), p}, with (E, a) an object of (3.29) and 
p as in (3.32). Thus, the latter set being, by its definition, a subset of the 
algebra End(E, a), it is further endowed with the relative topology from the 
latter algebra (cf. [54, Sect. 7]), when considered as a topological space. 
More generally, “relativizing” the preceding situation by considering 
“compact pairs” (X, Y) (cf. (3.16)), one defines, for every pair (p, q) E 
Z+XZ,, the relativized Grothendieck group 
KfqX, y; A) (3.35) 
of the category 
9-jy(X, r; A), (3.36) 
whose objects are tetrads as in (3.31) and where, in particular, qk (k = 1, 2) 
are elements of the set (3.34) satisfying the condition 
r1lr=v2ll- (3.37) 
In this respect, one defines 
qk\ Y:= qkt(E,a)y (with k = 1, 2), (3.38) 
where (E, 01) ,, means, of course, the restriction of a given hermitian A-bun- 
dle (E, a) over (the compact space) X to the (closed) subspace Y of X (cf. 
also [54, (7.16)]). Moreover, the respective elementary objects involved in 
the definition of the group (3.35) are tetrads as in (3.31), for which the 
corresponding gradations vk (k = 1, 2) which, of course, satisfy (3.37) by 
definition, are, in particular, homotopic within (3.34) “relative to Y’; i.e., 
there exists a family (o~),~ t,,i, in the set (3.34) satisfying the conditions 
corresponding to (3.13), in such a way that one has, in particular, the 
relation 
0, = v1= rl2 I Y 
(cf. (3.38)), for every t E [0, 11. 
(3.39) 
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More particularly, by arguing within the context of Theorem 2.4, one 
now defines, for any p, q in E, , a group morphism 
fly x, Y; A) + KpqX, Y) (3.40) 
(cf. also (3.16)), by also applying the same theorem to the fibers of the 
A-bundles involved. Thus, as a consequence of the reasoning applied to the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, one gets the following “continuous analogon” of 
(3.24) that was promised above. That is, we have (cf. also [70, p. 2171): 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, Y) be a compact pair (compact (Hausdorff) space 
together with a closed subspace Y), and let A be a complete locally m-con- 
vex V-algebra with an identity element. Then, for every pair (p, q) E 
Z, xi!+, one has 
Iqqx, Y; A) = K$y(X, Y) (3.41) 
within an isomorphism of (abelian) groups. 
We come next to a “continuous analogon” of (3.23). However, 
additional comments are first necessary concerning the continuity of a 
given hermitian inner product on an object M of Y(A) (cf. (3.1)), with A 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Thus, we have: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an 
identity element and M a finitely generated free A-module. Then, the 
canonical hermitian inner product, say LX, on M (Lemma 1.1) is a continuous 
map 
KM!iM+A, (3.42) 
when M is equipped with its canonical (locally convex) A-module topology 
(cf. [54, Definition 1.11). 
Proof The map (3.42) is given by (1.21), so that for every p E rA (cf. 
Section 2), one gets 
P(cr(x5 Y))=P(!I xiYT) Gig, PtxiY,*)6C PCxi) P(Y,*) , 
= (by (1.19)) C P(Xi) P(Y,) 
I 
Gc P(XJ P(Y,) = (by (2.1)) d(x) d(y); 
i.i 
i.e., one obtains 
P(4A Y)) d P(x). d(Y), (3.43) 
409/106/Z-13 
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for every p E r,, and any x, y in M; the last relation proves the continuity 
of (3.42) as an R-bilinear (cf. (1.2)) A-valued map on Mx M (cf., for 
instance, [12, Chap. II, p. 43, Proposition 4]), hence the assertion. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let, A, M be as in Lemma 3.1. Then, every positive 
definite hermitian inner product on M is continuous as an A-valued map on 
Mx M, when M is endowed with its canonical (locally convex) A-module 
topology. 
Consequently, the same holds true when M is any finitely generated projec- 
tive A-module. 
Proof: By Corollary 2.2, every positive definite hermitian inner product 
on M is equivalent to the canonical one, the latter being also positive 
definite (Lemma 1.1). Hence, the first assertion is already a consequence of 
Lemma 3.1, since the two inner products on M differ by an 
A-automorphism of M (cf. (1.9)), hence a topological one (cf. [54, Lemma 
1.11). 
Now, if (M, a) is an object of the category Yh(A) (cf. (3.1)) with c( being 
a positive definite hermitian inner product on M, then the latter is 
equivalent (Theorem 2.3) to the restriction on M of a positive definite her- 
mitian inner product on, say, A” so that, by the same reasoning as above 
and the first part of the statement, one concludes that a is, in fact, con- 
tinuous. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be as in Lemma 3.1 and M a finitely generated 
projective A-module. Then, every hermitian inner product a on M is con- 
tinuous as an A-valued map on M x M. 
Proof By Theorem 2.4, one obtains 
a=E+@a , (3.44) 
where a+ is a positive definite hermitian inner product on M+, the latter 
being, of course, an object of Y(A), so that a+ is continuous (Corollary 
3.1). Moreover, a- is, by definition, a negative definite hermitian inner 
product on M-, hence continuous as well (the same corollary above and 
[39, p. 206, Corollary 2.51). Thus, the assertion is now a consequence of 
(3.44) in conjunction with (2.69) (cf. also [12, Chap. II, p. 76, Proposition 
61). I 
Thus, we are now in a position to state the following (cf. also [X5, 
p. 266, Lemma 23 and/or [93, p. 68, Theorem 1.23): 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a paracompact (Hausdorffl space and A a com- 
plete locally m-convex F-algebra with an identity element. Then, every 
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A-bundle over X [54, Definition 2.2 3 can be endowed with a hermitian struc- 
ture so as to become a hermitian A-bundle (Definition 3.1). Consequently, 
one gets the following equivalence of categories, 
~h,(X)-4l,(X) (3.45) 
(cf. (3.29) and [54, Sect. 3]), hence an isomorphism of the respective 
Grothendieck groups, i.e., 
Kh,(X)%KK,(X). (3.46) 
Proof. Suppose that 5 = (E, Z, X) is a given A-bundle, and let ( IZJ;)~~, be 
a locally finite open refinement of an open covering X which we may also 
suppose to constitute a family of local trivializations of t (cf. [ 54, (2.1)]); 
moreover, let (vi) be a partition of unity on X subordinated to the covering 
( Ui) (cf., for instance, [20, p. 170, Definition 4.11). Now, by considering 
the local trivilizations. 
“-yuJ F u,x Mi, i E I, (3.47) 
of 5, with Mi being an object of !?(A), for every i E Z (cf. [54, (2.2)]), one 
may suppose each Mi equipped with an A-valued hermitian inner product, 
say aj (cf. (3.26)) so that one now defines 
~,(zl, zd : = C n,(x) h(zl, zd, (3.48) 
icl 
for any zr, z2 in n-‘(x) E E,( g&Ii; cf. [54, (2.3)]), with XE Ui. Thus, it is 
clear, by (3.48), that the map 
(x, @I, zz))++~,(z1,z*): u, x (MiOM,) + A (3.49) 
is continuous (cf. Corollary 3.2) so that the same holds true for the map 
a: E@E-+ A: (z,, z,)~a(z,, z2) := a,(~~, ZJ (3.50) 
(cf. [54, (3.7)]). Moreover, it is also clear, by (3.48) that, for every XE X, 
(E,, CI,) is an object of the category Ph(A), which thus proves the first part 
of the assertion and, of course, at the same time proves (3.45), hence also 
(3.46) which finishes the proof. 1 
We come next to an analogon of the generalized Serre-Swan theorem 
[54, Theorem 4.21 within the “hermitian” framework considered hitherto 
(cf. Theorem 3.4 below), when we restricted ourselves to one, particularly 
useful, class of topological *-algebras (cf. also Scholium 3.2 below), as we 
presently explain. Thus, we shall first need additional terminology: 
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By a locally m-convex QC*-algebra A (with an identity element), we 
shall mean a locally m-convex C*-algebra A (with an identity element; cf. 
(1.18)) which, as a topological algebra, is also a Q-algebra (i.e., its set of 
invertible elements is open). 
The extra property pointed out by the previous definition, namely, that 
the algebra A is also a Q-algebra, is indeed of a definitive nature (cf., for 
isntance, [54]) and is shared, of course, by every Banach algebra (with an 
identity element; cf. also [52, Chap. I, Definition 5.2]), hence every 
C*-algebra as well. 
Thus, suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra with an 
identity element, and let (X, Y) be a compact pair (cf. Theorem 3.2). Now, 
by (3.41) and for p = q = 0, one gets the following isomorphisms of (abelian) 
grow, 
zq”(X, Y; A)xKy(X, Y)z&(X, Y) (by C54, (7.44)1) (3.51) 
so that, for Y = 0, one has, in particular, 
qqx; A) = l&(X) = K;(x) (by W6)), (3.52) 
within an isomorphism of the respective (abelian) groups. 
Thus, by the above relations and [54, Theorem 4.21 (cf. also [54, 
(5.3 )] ), one gets 
K,(X) = K(WX A)) = &,W(X A)) (by (3.23)) (3.53) 
within isomorphisms of (abelian) groups (cf. also [62, p. 97, Theorem 4.21); 
the last relations, in conjunction with (3.52), yield the “hermitian 
analogon” of [54, Theorem 4.21 (cf. also the following discussion and 
Theorem 3.4 below). In this respect, we also recall (cf. [54]) that by 
%?(X, A) we denote the (complex) algebra of A-valued continuous 
functions on (the compact (Hausdorff) space) X, endowed with the 
topology of uniform convergence on X, making %(A’, A) a (complete) 
locally m-convex algebra (with an identity element), if A is; the same 
topology is given by the following family of (algebra) semi-norms, 
N,(a) : = SUP p(a(x)), 
x z x 
(3.54) 
with a E %(X, A) and p varying over rA. In particular, the preceding family 
(3.54) makes V(X, A) a (complete) locally m-convex P-algebra (with an 
identity element), if A is (cf. also, for instance, [73, p. 230, Ex. l]), so that 
the last relation in (3.53) is already a consequence of (3.23) as indicated. 
Thus, we may summarize (and complement) the preceding in the follow- 
ing form. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a compact (Hausdorff ) space and A a complete 
locally m-convex QC*-algebra with an identity element. Then, one gets the 
following equivalence of categories, 
ah,(~)-(by (3.45)) &(X)~(by [54, Theorem 421) 
P(‘%?(X, A))-(by (3.26) and the preceding) Ph(%(X, A)), 
(3.55) 
hence, in particular, the following isomorphism of the respective Grothendieck 
groups, i.e., 
Kh,(X)MA(X)%zqf(X, A))ZKh(2qX, A)). (3.56) 
Now, concerning the relation (3.56), we may also remark (cf. also [62, 
p. 961) that a hermitian form (M, a) over %?(X, A) (cf. (1.6)) is represented 
by a hermitian matrix, say, 
~1% (a,), with a$ = aji (1 <i,j<n), (3.57) 
where aii E %(X, A), with 1 < i, j < n. Thus, a continuous family of hermitian 
forms on the trivial A-bundle (cf. Definition 3.1) 
XxA” (3.58) 
amounts to the definition of a selfadjoint element of (cf. (1.15)) 
GL(n, KC A 1). (3.59) 
On the other hand, by also applying the terminology of Scholium 3.1, 
one gets the following equivalence of categories (cf. also [54, Corollary 
4.171): 
gA(X) -&z- (by the preceding; cf. also Theorem 2.2) 
&m)m(cf. Scholium 3.1) &Y”,(X), 
(3.60) 
i.e., again (3.55), and hence (3.56) as well. 
Scholium 3.2. Concerning the class of topological *-algebras considered 
in Theorem 3.4, it is instructive to remark that we are still far from deter- 
mining that the algebras involved are (strictly speaking, “topologizable” as 
normed) C*-algebras. However, it is a standard result of Lassner [46, p. 
164, Theorem 31 that zf such an algebra is also a barrelled algebra (in the 
sense that the algebra’s underlying locally convex space is barrelled), then it 
is, in fact (i.e., within a topological algebraic isomorphism) a P-algebra. 
Even this class of algebras plays an important role (hitherto!) in 
applications extending the classical theory of representations of 
C*-algebras [17] to more general topological *-algebras (cf., for instance, 
[24]) by considering, namely, those locally m-convex *-algebras whose 
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enveloping algebras [23] are (complete) barrelled @*-algebras. A (non- 
commutative) example of such an algebra is, for instance, the “generalized 
group algebra” (cf. [52, Chap. VI; Ex. 4.41) 
L’(G @‘m(X)), (3.61) 
with G a locally compact (not necessarily abelian) group and X a compact 
second countable %?m-manzfold [52, Chap. II, Ex. 10.21. Namely, by con- 
sidering the enveloping algebra of (3.61), one gets (cf. also [23, p. 69, 
Definition 4.11) 
b(L’(G, %?(X))) = (by [52, Chap. V; (4.51)]) 
&(L’(G)) @,, 8($?(X)) = (by [24, Corollary 4.11) 
&‘(L’(G)) 6, &(%Y’(X)) = (by [52, Chap. VI; Ex. 12.11) (3.62) 
I(L’(G)) @,, U(X) = (cf. [86, p. 211, Theorem 4.141) 
&(L’(G)) $jz U(X) = (by [52, Chap. VI; Lemma 4.11) %?(X, &(L’(G))), 
within isomorphisms of the topological algebras involved, i.e., the envelop- 
ing algebra of the Frechet locally m-convex *-algebra (3.61) (cf. also [52, 
Chap. VI, (4.38)]) is the C*-algebra W(X, b(L’(G))), with b(L’(G)) = 
C*(G) being the group C*-algebra of G (cf. [17, p. 2701). 
On the other hand, complete locally m-convex C*-algebras have been 
recently considered in applications to relativistic quantum theory [19] or 
to quantum field theory [7] (see also [82] in connection with [53, Exam- 
ple 7.11). 
Furthermore, still another version of “Lassner’s phenomenon” as 
exhibited above is provided when, in the particular case considered, one 
has a complete barrelled locally m-convex P-algebra A with an identity 
element which, moreover, entails a short “strong spectral boundedness” (cf. 
also [40, Definition 2.91); that is, we assume that 
sup(p&)) < a, 
CLEI 
(3.63) 
for every x E A, with rA = (pJas, being a family of (continuous) C*-semi- 
norms (cf. (1.18)) defining the topology of A (cf. Section 2, above). Now, it 
is proved (cf. [24, Scholium 4.1, Lemma]) that such an algebra is, in fact 
(within a topological algebraic isomorphism), a C*-algebra. As a con- 
sequence of (3.63), we also note that every element of A has a finite spectral 
radius (cf. 152, Chap. II, Corollary 4.1, (4.4)]), a property which is shared, 
of course, by every Q-algebra [52, Chap. I, Corollary 6.51. In this respect, 
see also [ 19, p. 230, Lemma 51 as well as [78, p. 172, Satz. 3.11. 
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On the other hand, we finally note that every commutative complete 
locally m-convex QC*-algebra A with an identity element is (within a 
topological algebraic isomorphism) a C*-algebra, in fact, of the form q(X), 
with X being a compact (Hausdorff) space, the spectrum of A; cf. [52, 
Chap. III, Theorem 9.11, [ 16, p. 58, Theorem 2.1.5, i); 78, p. 168, Satz 1.11. 
However, even in this case, the respective algebra of n x n matrices with 
entries in A, i.e., the algebra M,(A), n E N, is a non-commutative (unless 
n = 1 !) algebra of the same type as A (Corollary 2.1 above). Nevertheless, 
the last algebra is also normable (Theorem 2.1 and [46]). 
4. BIGRADED REPRESENTATIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL *-ALGEBRAS 
We consider in the sequel representations of topological *-algebras when 
they are “compared” through representations (R-algebra morphisms) of a 
given Clifford algebra into some appropriate “structure algebra” associated 
with the topological algebras involved (cf. also the corresponding situation 
in [54, Sect. 7, (7.30)]). Such representations occur, for instance, when we 
consider a Hirzebruch-type formula, as in Section 6 below (see also [70, 
p. 217, Sect. 1.51). 
Thus, suppose that A, B are two given topological *-algebras having 
identity elements, and let 4: A -+ IfI be a continuous (algebra) morphism 
“preserving the involution”; i.e., we further assume that 
4(x*) = d(x)*> (4.1) 
for every XE A. We speak then of a continuous *-morphism of A into [EB, or 
simply of a continuous morphism of the topological *-algebras A, B, or 
(and this will usually be the case below) of a continuous representation of A 
into B. We also denote the corresponding set by 
c%-&z(A,B). (4.2) 
Now, for every pair (4, q) of elements of (4.2) we consider the set 
(“intertwining operators”) 
JW& II/) = {Y E 5: Ye = W)Y vx E A 1, (4.3) 
every element of which is called a morphism of the representation q5 into I/J. 
It is clearly a closed linear subspace of El, so that it is, in particular, a com- 
plete topological vector space in the relative topology from B, in case the 
(topological) algebra B is complete. 
In particular, if 4 = II/, we denote the corresponding set J&z(@, 4) by 
&add) = (Wd))‘, (4.4) 
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which, by (4.3) and the foregoing (cf. also [52, Chap. I, Corollary l.l]), is 
a closed subalgebra of El, i.e., by the second member of (4.4) the cornmutant 
of Im(#) in B. 
Now, for A, B as above, and for any p, q in Z + , we denote by 
9v( A, B) (4.5) 
the category whose objects are the tetrads 
where 4 E &wz(A, IB), 
1: cp-q + &e.tnd(cp) (4.7) 
an R-algebra morphism of the Clifford algebra CpVq into the algebra (4.4), 
and @k (k= 1, 2) elements of 6&(d) (gradations of $; cf. also (3.11) and 
(3.34)), in such a way that: 
(1) Lx:= 1 (k= 1,2), 
(2) @k (k= 1,2) anticommutes with the generators of Cp,’ (cf. (3.10)) 
when considered via x as elements of b+~d(#), i.e., one has 
“kxtei) = -de,) ak (k = 1, 21, (4.8) 
with 1 <i<p+q. 
On the other hand, the morphisms between two objects, say, 
(4, x, a,, CQ) and (d’, x’, cc’,, a;) of (4.5), are elements of A&(& 4’) (cf. 
(4.3)) commuting with the actions of the Clifford algebra Cp,q on the 
respective set (4.4), as well as with the element uk, a; (k = 1,2). 
Now, an object (4.6) of the category Pq(A, LB) is said to be a 
CP,“-graded representation of A into B (cf. also [70, p. 2181). 
In particular, a tetrad (4.6) is called an elementary object, whenever there 
exists a continuous family (a(t)),,,,,, in b&(d), in such a way that 
a(0) = CI, and @(l)=Q, (4.10) 
while the tetrad (4, x, a(t), LX*) is an object of (4.5), for every tE [0, 11. 
Thus, we denote by 
RPtY(A, ES) (4.11) 
the Grothendieck group of the category (4.5), i.e., the free (abelian) group 
generated by the tetrads (4.6) modulo the subgroup generated by the 
elementary objects. 
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In this respect, by taking into account the corresponding groups (3.16) 
one has a canonical map 
RP.4(A, B) x Kf$f(X, Y) + Kp,+P’+‘+q’(X, Y), (4.12) 
for any p, q and p’, q’ in Z + and every compact pair (X, Y), with A, B 
being, in particular, locally m-convex *-algebras with identity elements. 
Now, suppose that (4, x, ~1,) cl*) is a Pq-graded representation of A into 
B and let 
P E %4@ Q, (4.13) 
where ff is a third topological *-algebra. Thus, the tetrad 
(P o 42 P OX> P(%)Y PC%)) (4.14) 
is still an object of the category Bp’“(A, 5), namely, a CPgq-graded represen- 
tation of A into F. 
In particular, if one has the relation 
P(~,)=P(%)> 
then the pair 
{h?4 x1 MI> a PI 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
is said to be a relative CPxq-graded representation of A into l%. We denote 
the respective category whose objects are the pairs (4.16) by 
~:;:(A, 5; Ph (4.17) 
the morphisms of which are defined analogously to those of (4.5). 
Moreover, one defines the elementary objects of (4.17) in a way similar to 
that for the category (4.5). Thus, we denote by 
the respective Grothendieck group of the category (4.17), i.e., the free 
(abelian) group generated by the pairs (4.16) modulo the subgroup 
generated by the elementary objects. 
Examples of the preceding categories within the framework of (normed) 
C*-algebras are given in [70, p. 218, Examples] (cf., however, Section 6, 
below). On the other hand, an application of the previous argument, within 
the present, more general context, will be given in the ensuing discussion 
(cf. Section 6, below). 
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5. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE AS HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE 
We consider below “homotopy type classification” (see, for instance, [38, 
p. 33, Sect. 7.33) of A-vector bundles, in particular, of hermitian A-bundles 
(Definition 3.1) over a compact (Hausdorff) space X, in terms of the set of 
idempotent elements of A, &!(A) (cf. (5.10)), for a suitable topological 
*-algebra A (Theorem 5.2). 
Thus, suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex algebra with an iden- 
tity element, and let XE A. Then, one defines exp(x) E A by the relation 
exp(x) = 1 + f f in, 
n=l . 
(5.1) 
where the series of the last relation converges “absolutely,” in the sense 
that, for every submultiplicative (continuous) semi-norm p E r,, with TA 
being a (fundamental) family of such semi-norms defining the topology of 
A (cf. [52, Chap. I, Theorem 2.1 I), the series 
.if, ; P(X”) (5.2) 
converges, due to the submultiplicativity of p and the corresponding con- 
vergence of the classical numerical “exponential-series.” 
Now, if A ~ * z GL( 1, A) denotes the group of the invertible elements of 
A. since 
exp(x) . exp( -x) = 1 (5.3) 
(cf., for instance, [77, p. 13]), one gets 
exp(A) G A-‘, (5.4) 
the first member of the last relation denoting, of course, the image of the 
exponential map in A. 
On the other hand, suppose that A is, in particualr, a Q-algebra so that, 
by definition, A - ’ is an open neighborhood of the identity in A (cf. [52, 
Chap. I, Definition 5.21). Thus, A-’ is, in effect, the disjoint union 
(topological sum) of its (open) connected components (see also [ 11, Chap. 1, 
p. 85; 72, pp. 155, 1621). In particular, the connected (in fact, path connec- 
ted; cf. [72, p. 162, Theorem 4.33) component of the identity is called the 
principal component of A - ’ and is denoted by (A -‘)O. 
Now, one can repeat the standard argument in the case of Banach 
algebra theory to conclude, within the present context, that (A - ‘)” is a 
normal subgroup of A -’ (see also [5, p. 40, Proposition 61). Moreover, if 
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r<e;;gd > denotes th e subgroup of A - ’ generated by exp(A), Ooze gets the 
(exp(A)) = (A’)‘. (5.5) 
Indeed, the assertion follows by an application of the last statement concer- 
ning the principal component of A - ’ and the relation 
rA\( 1 - x) < 1, implies xEexp(A), (5.6) 
with T&(X) denoting the spectral radius of an element XE A (cf. 1152, 
Chap. I, (6.16), and Chap. III, Lemma 7.11) by further using, within the 
present framework, the argument applied, for instance, in [S, p. 41, 
Proposition 71. 
In particular, if the algebra A is commutative, since exp(x + y) = exp(x) . 
exp(y), for any x, y in A, one gets by (5.6) 
exp(A)= (A-‘)“, (5.7) 
the same relation being also a necessary condition for exp(A) to be a 
group. Thus, we may summarize the preceding in the following form. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex Q-algebra with an 
identity element, Moreover, let A-’ be the group of the invertible elements of 
A and (A ~ I)‘, the principal component of A - ‘. Then, one gets the following. 
(1) (exp(A)) = (A-‘)’ (cf. (5.5)). 
(2) (A-‘)” E exp(A) if and only if, exp(A) is a group. In particular, 
this is the case if A is commutative, so that one then concludes that 
exp(A) = (A -I)‘. 
(3) x E exp( A) tf, and only tf, the element x E A belongs to a connected 
abelian subgroup of A ~’ (Nagumo). 
(4) Every element x E A - ’ of finite order belongs to exp (A) (has a 
logarithm). 
(5) Suppose, in particular, that A is commutative. Then, either A-’ is 
a connected (abelian) group or has an infinite number of connected com- 
ponents (Larch). 
Concerning the last three statements of the lemma, their proof can be 
concluded by again applying, within the present context, the classical 
reasoning for the case of Banach algebras (cf. [ 77, p. 14, Theorem 1.4.12, 
and p. 15, Lemma 1.4.3 and Theorem 1.4.141). 
On the other hand, one can also realize that (exp(A)) is an open, and 
hence closed as well, subgroup of A-’ (cf., for instance, [87, p. 171; 11, 
Chap. 3, p. 7, Corollaire]). 
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Now given an algebra A we denote by id(A) the set of idempotent 
elements of A; i.e., we set 
id(A)= (x~A:x*=x}, (5.8) 
while, for an algebra A with an identiy element, we further define, for every 
nZ 1, 
id(n, A) = id(M,( A)) (5.9) 
with M,(A) denoting the algebra of all n x n matrices with entries in A. 
Thus, when in particular A is a locally m-convex algebra, then (Theorem 
2.1) M,(A) is a topological algebra of the same type as A, so that by 
additionally setting 
J%(A) : = l&id(n, A) (z u id@, A)), (5.10) 
n n,l 
where by the second member of the last relation we mean the (disjoint) 
union of the sets id(n, A), n E N (cf. also [S, Chap. 3, p. 92, Remarque l)]), 
one considers Y&(A) as a topological space by means of the final topology 
(cf. 11, Chap. 1, p. 14, Proposition 6) defined on it by the canonical injec- 
tions id(n, A) 5 &L(A), n E A. Moreover, concerning (5.10) one also has 
the canonical injections (“trivial extensions”; cf. [27, p. 1241) 
P . id(n, A) -+ id(m, A), rn”. (5.11) 
given by the relation 
tl 0 pmn(CI)= o o =@OO,-, 
( > 
(5.12) 
for any CI ~id(n, A) and m > n in N. Of course, the previous topology on 
&L(A) coincides with the “inductive limit topology” defined on it by the 
“inductive system of topological spaces” given by the above (continuous) 
maps (5.11). 
Now, we shall say that two elements TV, B in J%(A), say c1 E id(n, A) and 
fi E id(m, A), are similar (we denote it by a-/I), if they have similar com- 
mon trivial extensions in some id(k, A), with k z n, m, i.e., whenever there 
exists UE GL(k, A) such that p = ucru-‘; we thus obtain, of course, an 
equivalence relation in Y&!(A). 
Thus, denoting by 
(&!(A)} -X&(A)/- 
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the set of connected components of J%!(A), where one considers YJ(A) as 
the “inductive limit space” defined by the topological spaces id(n, A) G 
M,(A), n E N, as above, one gets the following. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A be a complete locally m-convex Q-algebra with an 
identity element. Then, one has 
within a bijection. 
The relation (5.15) is, in fact, a consequence, within the present 
framework, of the reasoning applied by Fujii in [27, p. 125, Proposition 
2.11 (see also [28]) and Taylor in [87, p. 194, Proposition 6.71. 
Now, it is our next objective to give the “continuous analogon” of (5.15) 
getting thus a classifying space of the semi-group KktA(X) of equivalence 
classes of A-vector bundles over a (compact) space X, the semigroup 
operation being the“‘Whitney sum” of A-vector bundles (cf. [l, (3.5)]). 
Thus, suppose that we have a compact Hausdorff space X, and let 
%?,,(X, A) z @(X, A) be the locally m-convex algebra of A-valued con- 
tinuous functions on X, with respect to the topology u of uniform con- 
vergence in X, with A being any locally m-convex algebra as before (cf. [52, 
Chap. VI, Theorem 4.11). 
Now, we first have the identifications 
G) id(n, U(X, A)) = U(X, id(n, A)), n>l 
(ii) ~JW:(X A)) = WX JWA)), 
(5.16) 
valid within canonical homeomorphisms (see also [55, Lemma 2.11). 
On the other hand, suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex 
Q-algebra (with an identity element) in such a way that 
the algebra 59(X, A), as before, is a topological algebra of 
the same type as A (thus, in particular, a Q-algebra as 
well). (5.17) 
Now, for instance this will be the case, of course, whenever A is a 
Banach algebra, %‘(X, A) then being a Banach algebra as well, hence a for- 
tiori a Q-algebra, or when A is, in particular, commutative (cf. [52, 
Chap. VI; Lemma 5.33) or also if condition (7.13) of [54] is satisfied. 
However, one still finds the condition (5.17) above valid with respect to any 
algebra of the form M,(A), n 2 1, with A being any commutative complete 
locally m-convex Q-algebra with an identity element (e.g., gm(X) with X a 
compact %Y’-manifold; cf. Scholium 3.2 above), since then one has 
WX M,(A)) = M,(~(X A)), with n> 1, (5.18) 
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within an isomorphism of topological algebras (see [55, Corollary 2.13). In 
this regard, we further note that in all the preceding cases, one thus obtains 
gA(X) [54, Sect. 31 as a Waelbroeck category, while this is also the case, by 
(5.18), for &,,~&7, n E N, a fact that is otherwise a consequence of [55, 
Theorem 2.11 as well. 
Thus, we are now in a position to state the following basic result: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A a complete 
locally m-convex Q-algebra with an identity element satisfying the condition 
(5.17). Then, one gets 
{AqV(X, A))} = %d,(X) = [X, J%!(A)] (5.19) 
within bijections, so that &(A) . IS a classifying space of V&tA( X). 
Prooj The assertion follows by applying, within the preceding context, 
the reasoning of [27, p. 127, Proposition 3.1, and p. 128, Corollary 3.21. 1 
Now, suppose in particular that A is a locally m-convex *-algebra (cf. 
(1.19)) with an identity element, and let U(A) be the set of unitary elements 
of A, i.e., 
U(A)= (xEA:xx*=x*x= l}, (5.20) 
so that one has x* = x ~ I, for every x E U(A), the latter set being thus a 
closed subgroup of A ~’ (cf. also (1.19)). Now, if U(A)” denotes the connec- 
ted component of the identity in U(A), or otherwise the principal com- 
ponent of U(A), one gets 
U(A)‘= (exp(Lh>, (5.21) 
where the second member of the last relation denotes the subgroup of 
U(A) generated by exp(A -,J, with 
A ph= {x~A:x*= -x} (5.22) 
being the anti-hermitian (or yet imaginary) part of A, an R-vector subspace 
of A, in such a way that one has A--h = iAh and A = A,,@ A-,,, with 
j=J- 1. Moreover, one has, of course, exp(A --h) c U(A), since, by (1.19), 
one obtains 
exp(x*) = (exp(x))*, (5.23) 
for every XE A (cf. also (5.3)). In this regard, see also [87, p. 172, 
Proposition 3.53. 
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Furthermore, by considering the matrix algebra M,(A), n > 1, which is 
still a topological *-algebra of the same type as A (Theorem 2.1), two 
elements a, j3 of M,(A) are said to be unitarily similar, if one has 
j?=uau-’ 
for some u E U(M,(A)) s U(n, A). Thus, denoting by 
(5.24) 
id,(n, A) = id,(M,(A)) (5.25) 
the set of self-adjoint idempotent elements (or hermitian idempotents) of 
M,(A), we further define 
,14d,,(A) := u id,(n, A)rlir~ id,(n, A). 
?I>1 n 
(5.26) 
Now, two elements a, jI in 3&,,(A), say a E id,(n, A) and /? E id,,(m, A), 
are said to be (uliitary) similar; we denote this by a N u /I, if they have 
“common trivial extensions” (cf. (5.12)) to some id,(k, A), with k > m, n, 
which are unitarily similar there in the above sense (cf. (5.24)). It is clear, 
of course, that the preceding define an equivalence relation in (5.26), so 
that 
denotes the set of unitarily similar classes of $a!,,(A); in addition, 
[YdJA)] is the set of connected components of &!,,(A), the latter being, 
of course, topologized in the relative topology of (5.10). Thus, analogously 
to (5.15) one gets the following. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A be a complete locally m-convex Q*-algebra (i.e., both 
a Q- and a *-algebra) with an identity element. Then, one gets 
(5.281 
within a bijection. 
On the other hand, denoting by 
“b&P(X) (5.29) 
the semi-group (under “Whitney sum”) of equivalence classes of hermitian 
A-bundles (Definition 3.1) over a Hausdorff topological space X, one 
obtains, in analogy with the previous Theorem 5.1, the following basic fact 
(cf. also [27, p. 134, Proposition 4.61): 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A a complete 
locally m-convex Q*-algebra with an identity element satisfying the condition 
(5.17). Then, one gets 
wu~(~, A))), = -q(X) = rx Kohl, (5.30) 
within bijections, so that AAh is a classtfying space of Y&~(X). 
Another (homotopy) classification of hermitian A-bundles over a 
topological space X as above, based on the notion of (abstract, that is to 
say, topological algebra) Poincart complexes and motivated by the recent 
relevant work of MiSEenko and Solov’ev [68], will be given elsewhere (cf. 
CW 1. 
PART II: APPLICATIONS 
6. HIRZEBRUCH-TYPE FORMULAS 
We apply below the technique developed hitherto, especially that of Sec- 
tion 4 above, in order to derive generalized formulas of Hirzebruch type, 
with respect to A-vector bundles with A being a suitable topological 
*-algebra. Analogous formulas in the case of C*-algebras have been con- 
sidered recently by MisCenko and Solov’ev [70], whose work was also the 
motivation for the following lines. On the other hand, the work of 
Fragoulopoulou in this regard [23, 241 (cf. also [25]), was also a crucial 
ingredient for the extended framework presented herewith. 
Thus, suppose that G is a locally compact (not necessarily abelian, 
topological) group, and let 
C*(G) = b(L’(G)) (6.1) 
be the C*-algebra of the group G, i.e., the enveloping algebra of the group 
algebra L’(G) (cf. [17, p. 303, 13.9.11). Now, given a complete locally 
m-convex *-algebra IF with an identity element (as a matter of fact, a boun- 
ded approximate identity would suffice; cf. [23, p. 63]), we call it the 
generalized C*-algebra of the group G and denote it by C*(G; E), the (com- 
plete) locally m-convex F-algebra (with the bounded approximate identity; 
cf. [22, p. 51, Corollary 5.5; 24, Sect. 31) 
C*(G; E) := &L’(G)) &c?(E), (6.2) 
where b(lE) denotes the enveloping (complete) locally m-convex C*-algebra 
of E (cf. [23, p. 69, Definition 4.11) and ~1 is the “injective (locally m-convex 
C*-) topology” [24]. 
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Now, if the algebra [E is, in particular, a bQ locally m-convex *-algebra 
(i.e., whenever the corresponding enveloping algebra B(E) is a (complete) 
barrelled locally m-convex QP-algebra [23, p. 70, Definition 4.21; cf. also 
Scholium 3.2 above), then the algebra (6.2) is, in effect (within a 
topological algebraic isomorphism) the enveloping algebra of the 
generalized group algebra of G, i.e., of the algebra L’(G, E) = L’(G) @I,, [E 
(cf. [52, Chap. VI, Ex. 4.4, (4.38)] and [24, Corollary 4.1 and Lemma 4.11; 
see also (3.62) above). 
On the other hand, by considering the Milnor construction for the 
topological group G, let 
OG = (E, P, W (6.3) 
be the corresponding universal principal G-bundle, its base space BG 
(= E/G) being, by definition, the classyying space of the (topological) 
group G (cf., for instance, [38, 52ff.l and/or [48, p. 42ff.l). 
Now, suppose in particular that G is a discrete group (hence, locally 
compact in the discrete topology) and let 
C*(G; E) = I(L’(G, E)), (6.4) 
with the algebra [E as above. Then one defines on BG a canonical 
C*(G; [E)-bundle [54], denoted by 8,, in the following manner (cf. also 
[70, p. 2191): 
If E, - E is the bundle space of oc (universal covering space of BG; cf. 
[ 84, p. 71]), consider the space 
E, x C*(G; E) (6.5) 
on which we further consider the “diagonal action” of the group G, given by 
a. (z, f) = (az, af), (6.6) 
for any aEG, ZEE,=E and fEC*(G; [E)=b(L’(G, E)). Thus, we may 
next take the respective quotient space (orbit space) 
E, x C*(G; E)/G, (6.7) 
the latter being, in effect, the total space of the bundle Bc that we are 
seeking; that is, one defines 
8, = (E, x C*(G; [E)/G, 71, BG), (6.8) 
which is called the canonical C*(G; [E)-bundle over BG. In this regard, the 
projection z of the space (6.7) on BG is determined by the canonical 
quotient map defined by (6.7) and the projection p of (6.3), while the fiber 
409/106/2-14 
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of (6.8) is (homeomorphic to ) the (complete locally m-convex Q-) 
C*-algebra C*(G; IE) (see also [45, p. 541 and/or [48, p. 581; cf., as well, 
Scholium 3.2 above). 
Thus, by considering the element of the respective Grothendieck group, 
which corresponds to (6.8), we further set, by definition, 
i(G) ze [S,] E K(BG; C*(G; E)) (6.9) 
(cf. [54, (5.1)]). 
Now, suppose, in particular, that the algebra E as above has an identity 
element, so that the algebra C*(G; E) becomes a complete locally m-convex 
C*-algebra with an identity element (cf. also [49: p. 123, Theorem 31D]). 
Therefore (Theorem 3.3), the bundle Bo is canonically endowed with a her- 
mitian structure. In this regard, the fact that oG is “numerable” (cf. [38, 
p. 48, Definition 9.2, and p. 53, Theorem 11.21) is, in effect, what one 
actually needs in the proof of Theorem 3.3, concerning the paracom- 
pactness of the base space of the A-bundle involved; namely, it suffices, in 
fact, that the base space has a numerable trivializing covering for the A-bun- 
dle under consideration (see also [38, p. 48, Definition 9.11, and/or [47, 
p. 46, Definition 8.31). Thus, by considering the respective Grothendieck 
group of hermitian A-bundles over BG (cf. the rels. (3.29) and (3.46) 
above), we still set, by definition, 
L(G) = [0,1/z E &(BG C*(G; WI. (6.10) 
On the other hand, suppose that 
p: C*(G; E) + A (6.11) 
is a CPT4-graded representation, with p, q in Z + , of the algebras involved 
(cf. (4.6)), where A is also a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra with an 
identity element. Hence, by considering the respective Grothendieck groups 
for C*(G; lE)-, resp. A-, bundles over BG (cf. [54, rel. (5.1)] ), one gets a 
group morphism 
p*: K(BG; C*(G; E)) -+ K(BG; A), (6.12) 
derived from the ‘Lextension of scalars” functor; namely, one has, in fact, 
that the (generalized) Grothendieck group functor K,(.) (ibid.) also depends 
covariantly on the algebra A (cf. [54, Theorem 4.2 and (rel. 5.3); 43, p. 54, 
Remark 1.121). Thus, by taking into account (6.9), we also define (see also 
c70, P. 2191) 
5, = p,(i(G)) E K(BG; A). (6.13) 
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We specialize next to the case that G is the fundamental group (or Poin- 
care group) TT=TC~(X) of an oriented closed (compact without boundary) 
connected even-dimensional smooth (i.e., Va-) mantfold X (cf. also [38, 
p. 253, Theorem 4.3(2)]). 
Now, a compact GY-manifold admits a smooth (%?“-) triangulation (J. H. 
C. Whitehead; cf., for instance, [71, Sect. 81, or [61, p. 2401) and hence 
the structure of a simplicial complex, so that, in effect (by its underlying 
polyhedron), that of a finite CW-complex (cf. also [S, p. 44, Corollary 1.61 
and/or [94, p. 224, Theorem 17.191). Therefore, one may apply to such a 
manifold the reasoning of [54, Sect. 71, concerning the (generalized) Chern 
character of an A-vector bundle over X (cf. Theorem 6.1 below). 
Now, consider next the chain complex C(X) of the manifold X as above 
(whose dimension is, say, 2n) with “coefficients” in the algebra C*(Z; E) (cf. 
(6.4); see also [56]); that is, we set, by definition, 
C(X) - g Ci(x; c*(q IE)). (6.14) 
i=O 
Thus, one gets an (abstract topological) algebraic Poincare complex (or a 
MiEenko complex) over C*(rc; E) (cf. [68, 561) so that we may further 
consider 
4x13 cw71 E Q,,(c*(T Qh (6.15) 
i.e., the bordism class of C(X) in the bordism group 
Qh(c*(T VI, (6.16) 
namely, the set of bordism classes of algebraic Poincare complexes, which 
is made into a group under the “sum operation” of complexes (cf. [56], as 
well as [68; 62, Sect. 81). However, we still denote in the sequel (cf. 
Theorem 6.1 below) by o(X) ((generalized) signature of the given manifold 
X), the image of the same element of (6.16) under the (canonical group) 
morphism 
Q,,(c*(7c; E)) + K2”-o(C*(7c; E)) (6.17) 
(see [54, (7.47); [62, p. 124, Theorem 8.11). 
Thus, suppose now that 
f:X+B71 (6.18) 
is the classifying map of X, corresponding to the principal n-bundle over X 
(homotopy classification; cf. [38]) defined by the universal covering space 8 
of X (see [95]), and let 
r-f*(i(n)) (6.19) 
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be the induced C*(n; E)-bundle over X (cf. (6.9)); moreover, let 
[X] E H,(X; Q) (rational singular homology of X) be the fundamental 
(homology) class of X (cf., for instance, [61, p. 2731). On the other hand, if 
L(X) denotes the (total) Pontrjagin-Hirzebruch class of X (or yet L-genus 
of X; cf. [35, p. 86, Theorem 8.2.21, then by applying Wu’s formula (see, for 
instance, [3, p. 577]), one gets 
L(X)=2” fi xi/2 
i=, tanh(xJ2) 
(6.20) 
Thus, we are now in a position to state the following theorem, whose 
proof will be supplied elsewhere (cf. also [70, p. 220, Theorem 2.1 I): 
THEOREM 6.1 (Hirzebruch Signature Theorem). Let X be an oriented 
closed connected 2n-dimensional smooth manifold and let n = rc,(X) be its 
fundamental group. Furthermore, let E be a complete locally m-convex 
*-algebra with an identity element, in such a way that (the generalized 
enveloping algebra; cf. (6.4)) C*(q E) is a complete locally m-convex 
QC*-algebra with an identity element, the algebra %(X, C*(n; IE)) (cf. (3.54)) 
being a Q-algebras as well. Then, one gets the relation (cf. also [54, (7.49)]) 
4X) = 2n(chc.cn;~j (t).L(x), [x]>~~~~(C*(n; E))@Q. (6.21) 
On the other hand, suppose that we have a CPsq-graded representation of 
the algebra C*(n; E) as above into a complete locally m-convex Q*-algebra 
A (cf. Lemma 5.3) with an identity element, and in such a manner that the 
algebra U(X, A), with X as above, is still a Q-algebra (cf. also Scholium 6.1 
below); namely, we assume that we have an object (p, x, c(,, a*) of the 
category 
9Pyc*(7c; E), A) (6.22) 
(cf. (4.5)), such that p is actually provided by a (continuous) unitary 
representation of n into A, i.e., 
p:7c-+U(n,A)~M,(A) (6.23) 
(we apply the same symbol p), where U(n, A) denotes the group of the 
unitary elements of the matrix algebra M,(A) (cf. Theorem 2.1). 
Thus, we are, in effect, within the context of the rel. (6.12) above, so that 
one gets the following (see also [70, p. 220, Corollary 2.21): 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let the conditions of the previous Theorem 6.1 be 
satisfied, concerning the manifold X and the algebra C*(n; E). Moreover, let 
the representation (6.23) be given, where A is a complete locally m-convex 
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Q*-algebra with an identity element, in such a way that %(X, A) is still a Q- 
algebra. Then, one has the relation (cf. also (6.13)) 
p,(W)) = 2”(ch,(t,). WW, CJ-I > E KP*q(A)O Q, 
with p, q in Z, 
(6.24) 
Scholium 6.1. (i) Concerning the topological *-algebras involved in 
Theorem 6.1, the following comments might be included: If the algebra IE is 
a bQ locally m-convex *-algebra (with an identity element) [23], then (by 
definition; ibid.) its enveloping algebra b(E), is, in fact (within an 
isomorphism of topological algebras), a C*-algebra [46, p. 164, 
Theorem 31, hence a fortiori a Q-algebra as well, so that the algebra 
V(X, C*(z; E)) of continuous C*(z; lE)-valued functions on (the compact 
manifold) X is, of course, still a Q-algebra (in the uniform topology in X). 
In this regard, see also Scholium 3.2 in the foregoing. 
(ii) On the other hand, concerning the algebra A in the previous 
Corollary 6.1, we remark further that one could take, for instance, as such 
any (generalized) matrix algebra of the form M,(A), n E N, with A a com- 
mutative complete locally m-convex Q*-algebra with an identity element (cf. 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, as well as [SS, Corollary 2.1 I). Now in this 
respect, however, one should remark that, concerning the theory of 
“topological algebra-vector bundles” [ 541 over a compact (Hausdorff) 
space X, there is not actually any essential difference between considering 
A- and M,(A)-vector bundles over X (Morita equivalence; cf. [55, 
Theorem 2.11). 
Now, we can further broaden the framework of Corollary 6.1 by con- 
sidering the analog to the preceding category (4.17) of “relative CPxq-graded 
representations” with p, q in R + : 
By arguing within the context of Corollary 6.1, suppose further that 5 is 
a topological *-algebra having a continuous involution and an identity 
element, and let 
&A+B (6.25) 
be a continuous *-morphism of the algebras involved, i.e., $ E &,(A, IEI) 
(cf. (4.2)) satisfying the relation corresponding to (4.15). Then, one can con- 
sider the respective Grothendieck group 
KPsq(qi5) = R;$(A, US) (6.26) 
(cf. the rel. (4.18)) or 
K*-*((b)r @ Fyq5). (6.27) 
P.4 2 0 
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Thus, one obtains the following result (see also [70, p. 211, Ex. 2”; 69, 
p. 770, Theorem 43). Details of the preceding argument will be given 
elsewhere. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let the conditions of Corollary 6.1 be satisfied and, 
moreover, let 4 E &&n(A, El) be as in the rel. (6.25) above, where B is any 
topological *-algebra with (a continuous involution and) an identity element. 
Then, one gets the relation (cf. also (6.27)) 
p,(dJf)) = W&i(5,)~ L(X), [Xl > E K*2*($)0 Q. (6.28) 
As a consequence of the preceding, the following statement is now clear 
(see also [69, p. 770, Corollary 51). That is, we have: 
COROLLARY 6.3. The elements of the respective Grothendieck groups 
de$ned by the rels. (6.21), (6.24), and (6.28) above are homotopy invariants 
of the given (even-dimensional) mantfold X. 
7. FREDHOLM A-OPERATORS 
Let A be a locally m-convex *-algebra, the topology of which is defined 
by a fundamental family, say Ta = (p}, of (continuous) involution preserv- 
ing (cf. the rel. (1.19)) (submultiplicative) semi-norms. Furthermore, let 
MANEAN) (7.1) 
be the (left) A-module of all sequences x - (x,),, N of elements of A (with 
“coordinate-wise” defined operations and the natural (module) action of 
the algebra A on the respective vector space A”), in such a way that the 
series 
(7.2) 
converges in A. Now, one gets a family of semi-norms associated to TA 
above on the (complex) vector space (7.1) by the relation 
d(x):= (P(Zl xA))‘i2 (7.3) 
with x - (x,) E l,(A), and p ranging over r,. As a matter of fact, the family 
defined by (7.3), say 
F-= {a}, PErA? (7.4) 
defines l,(A) as a locally convex A-module: 
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Indeed, for any a E A and x = (x,) E Z*(A), one gets, by (7.3), 
$(ax)’ = lim p 
( 
1 ax,x, a 
II=1 
* *)Glipp(u)p( i 
~p(u)2(l~p(,lx~x~))-.(ul.r;-~2 
x.x~)p(o*~ 
(cf. (1.19)); (7.5) 
i.e., one finally gets 
Aa. x) < P(U). d(x), (7.6) 
for any a E A and x E Z2( A), namely, the assertion. 
Now, suppose in particular that A is a complete locally m-convex 
C*-algebra (cf. (1.19)). Then, for every kg N, the canonical projection 
(A-linear) map 
nk: 12(A) + A: x -+ Q(X) E rck( (x,)) := xk (7.7) 
is continuous: In fact, one gets (cf. also the rels. (1.18) and (1.19)) 
PbJ2 = PceXk) = PGwe) 
<P($, x?J:>=acx,2 (cf. [39, p. 207, Corollary 2.91); (7.8) 
that is, one obtains 
P(%C(X)) = PW d d(X)? (7.9) 
for every x z (x,) E 12(A), and for every p E fw , which is, of course, the 
assertion. 
On the other hand, under the same hypothesis as above for the algebra 
A, the locally convex A-module 12(A) is, in fact, complete: 
Suppose that (x~)~ E, is a Cauchy net in 12(A), in such a way that 
x6 = (x,,,) E MA ), (7.10) 
with x~,~ E A, n E N. Thus, for every E > 0, there exists 6,,(s) E Z, such that, 
for every p E p (cf. (7.4)), one has 
j&5-X&)<E, (7.11) 
for any 6, 6’ in Z, with 6 2 &(E) and 6’ 3 &,(E). Moreover, by applying the 
(continuous A-linear) map rc, (cf. (7.7)), one concludes that, for every 
nEN, 
(En(a)) = c%.n)St, 
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is a Cauchy net in A, hence by hypothesis for A, let 
u, = hrn x~,~ E A(n E N). (7.13) 
On the other hand, by (7.3), (7.10) (cf. also [39, p. 207, Corollary 2.9]), 
one has 
P (i, %&) G P(x#, (7.14) 
for any SEZ, k~ N, and pars. 
Furthermore, since z?, with p E Tw, is a continuous semi-norm on Z,(A), 
hence a uniformly continuous real-valued map (cf. [ 12, Chap. II, p. 38, 
Proposition 111, (~(x~))~~, is a Cauchy a net in IR (cf. [ 11, Chap. 2, p. 13, 
Proposition 3]), so that 
1, = lip p(xs). (7.15) 
Thus, by (7.13), (7.14), and (7.15), one gets 
(7.16) 
foranykEN andpEZw, namely, the series C,“= r a,a,* converges in A, so 
that a- (a,)~l~(A), with a,, n E N, given by (7.13). Moreover, one gets by 
(7.13) 
2 P(an-xa.n)26~2, (7.17) 
n=l 
for any 6 2 do(s) in Z, and every k E N, so that we also have, for every p” E F, 
d(a -x6)’ G f p(a, - x~,~)’ < c2, 
n=l 
(7.18) 
for every 6 2 do(s); namely, one finally obtains 
a = lism xg E Z2( A ), (7.19) 
which, of course, proves the assertion. 
Thus, we come now to the following statement, the proof of which is 
supplied by the preceding discussion. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A be a locally m-convex *-algebra, the topology of 
which is defined by a fundamental family, say Ta = {p}, of (continuous) 
*-semi-norms (cf. (1.19)). Then, denoting by Z,(A) the (left) A-module of all 
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sequences (x,) in A for which the series C,“= 1 x,x,+ converges, one defines 
l,(A) as a locally convex A-module (cf. (7.6)), by the following family of 
semi-norms; i.e., 
(7.20) 
with p ranging over r, . In particular, when A is a complete locally m-convex 
P-algebra, then l,(A) is a complete locally convex A-module. 
On the other hand, suppose, in particular, that A is a complete locally 
m-convex P-algebra with an identity element. Then, we can further con- 
sider the “canonical denumerable basis” of l,(A), consisting of the following 
sequence, i.e., 
(en) := WLJmE d nEN, (7.21) 
in such a way that 6,, = 1 ( s 1 A\, the identity of A), for n = m, and 6,,, = 0, 
for n #m, with n, m in IV. 
Thus, every element x = (x,) E l*(A) may be put in the form 
x= f x,e,, 
n=l 
(7.22) 
where the series in the last relation is clearly convergent in 12(A), as is 
easily verified by the same definition (cf., for instance, (7.3) and the reason- 
ing applied in (7.18)). Equivalently, one gets the relation 
6 Ae, 5 l,(A)= 6 Ae,, (7.23) 
n=l II=1 
the last identification of (7.23) being valid within an isomorphism of locally 
convex A-modules, where the completion involved is taken with respect to the 
topology of l,(A); in this respect, 
Ae,= (e,)rA .S l,(A) (7.24) 
stands for the sub-A-module of l,(A) generated by e,, n E N. 
Now, one further defines an A-valued hermitian inner product on l*(A) by 
the relation 
(x,y>:= f  X,Y,*, (7.25) 
fl=l 
for any x = (x,) and y = (y,) in l,(A), the series in the second member of 
(7.25) being clearly convergent in A, because of the (generalized) Cauchy- 
Schwarz-Buniakovski inequality (cf. (2.10)): Now, the assertion for (7.25) is 
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clear, of course, concerning the rels. (1.2) and (1.3), while one gets, in fact, 
a weak form for the “non-degeneracy” of (7.25), via the canonical 
(A-linear) injection 
I,(A) 5 *mEi( A), (7.26) 
the second member of the last relation denoting the (left) A-module of all 
continuous A-linear maps on l,(A) (cf. also (1.5)). 
In this respect, one gets by (7.21) and (7.22) 
(4 en> =x,, nEN, (7.27) 
for any element x = (x,) E 1,(A). Moreover, one has by (7.3), 
He,) = 1, nEN (7.28) 
(we may always suppose that p( 1,) = 1, for every p E rA; cf. [ 15, p. 7, 
Theorem 3.2]), as well as by (7.27) 
(en, em> =O, for any n#m in N, (7.29) 
so that, by extending the standard Hilbert space terminology and by (7.23) 
one may speak of (7.21) as an “A-total (denumerable) orthonormal family” 
of &(A) (see also, for instance, [13, Chap. 5, p. 151f.l). 
Now, we further note that (7.25) yields, in fact, a positive definite her- 
mitian inner product on Z2( A) (cf. Definition 1.1); namely, one gets, by 
(7.251, 
(x,x) = f x,x,*=lim 2 xkxk*, (7.30) 
n=l ’ k=l 
thus an element of A + (the set of positive elements of A), the latter set 
being a convex closed (proper) cone (positive cone) of A (cf. [39, p. 206, 
Corollary 2.51) so that one has 
SPai((X,X))E~+ =co, co) (7.31) 
[39, p. 205, Proposition 2.1 (l)]. 
Thus, we may now summarize the preceding argument by the following. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex P-algebra with an 
identity element, and let 12(A) be the (complete) locally convex A-module 
defined by Theorem 7.1. Then, the relation 
<XT Y> = f X,Y,*, 
n=l 
(7.32) 
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withx~(x,)andy~(y,)inZ,(A),df e mes a positive definite hermitian inner 
product on Z,(A) (cf. Definition 1.1). 
The next lemma is needed (see the proof of Theorem 7.2) and is for- 
mulated in terms of (locally m-convex) Q-algebras, being thus an exten- 
sion, within the present framework, of an analogous statement for 
C*-algebras in [67, p. 839, Lemma 1.41. Thus, we have: 
LEMMA 7.2. Let A be a locally m-convex Q-algebra with an identity 
element and let M be a finitely generated A-module, in such a way that 
(zih<i~n is a system of generators of M. Then, there exists a neighborhood 
of (z,) E M” consisting as well of systems of generators of M. Equivalently, 
the set of, say, n-many generators of M is an open subset of M”. 
Proof Suppose that 
&A”-+M (7.33) 
is a surjective A-linear map, in such a way that 
4ei) = zi, l<i<n, (7.34) 
where (ei) is a basis of A” (cf. [IS, Chap. II, p. 25, Corollary 31). Now 4 is 
an open map with respect to the Cartesian product topology on A” and the 
canonical locally convex A-module topology on M, the latter being, in 
effect, the quotient topology (uniquely) defined on M by (any map, like) 
(7.33) (cf. [54, Lemma 1.2 and its proof; (1.3) and (1.12)]). Furthermore, if 
e z (e,) = (eq) E M,(A) (7.35) 
is the n x n matrix with entries in A, corresponding to the previous basis 
(i.e., endomorphism) of (the free (left) A-module) A”, one has 
eEGL(n, A)cM,(A) (7.36) 
(cf. [9, Chap. II, p. 1501 and/or [37, p 331, Lemma 1.51) the group 
GL(n, A) being, by hypothesis for A, an open subset of M,(A) (cf. 
Theorem 2.1; see also [52, Chap. I; Definition 5.2’1). Thus, if V is any open 
neighborhood of e in GL(n, A), hence in M,(A) as well, its image in M by 
the following composition of open maps 
hi-dOprr, 1 di<n, (7.37) 
such that 
pri: M,(A)= A”’ = Aan -+ A”, 
n-tnnes 
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with 1~ i < n, denotes the canonical projection of M,(A) onto the ith fac- 
tor A”, is still an open neighborhood hi(V) of hi(e) in M; however, by 
(7.34), (7.35), and (7.37) one obtains 
k(e) = d(Pri(e)) = d(eJ = z,, 
with 1 < i< n, so that the set 
(7.39) 
h( V) = h,( V) x . . . x h,( V) E M” (7.40) 
is an open neighborhood of (zi) 1 < i < n in M”. 
Now, for any Z’E (zi) E h( I’)M”, one gets z’ = h(e’), with e’ E Vc 
GL(n, A), so that the corresponding “column A-vectors,” say ei = (e:,) I G I c n 
(i= l,..., n) of the matrix e’ = (e$) E V determine, in fact, another basis of 
A” (cf. [9, Chap. II, p. 25, Definition lo]), in such a way that one has 
z’s (zl) = h(e’) = (h;(el)) = (d(pri(e’))) = (#(e,!)) E M”, (7.41) 
and hence 
4 = d(4), 1 <i<n; (7.42) 
that is, the family (zi) is still a system of generators ofM (see [9, Chap. II, 
p. 25, Corollaire 31, which finishes the proof. n 
We come next to the following result which, in fact, provides (see also 
Scholium 7.2) the definition of the basic notion of this section (Definition 
7.1); cf. also [67, p. 839, Theorem 1.31. Thus, we have: 
THEOREM 7.2. Let A be a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra with 
an identity element, and let (cf. Theorem 7.1) 
l,(A)=M@N (7.43) 
be a topological direct sum decomposition of I,(A) (cf. [36, p. 121, 
Definition l]), where M, N are (closed; cf. [36, p. 121; 11, Chap. II, p. 17, 
Proposition lo], in conjunction with Theorem 7.1 above) sub-A-modules of 
l,(A), with N being, in particular, finitely generated. Then N is a (finitely 
generated) projective A-module, i.e., in fact, an object of the category g(A) 
(cf. Section 3 above and [54]). 
Proof Suppose that (zi)r GrGn is a system of generators of NE 12(A), so 
that, by (7.22), one gets 
m 
z, = C ziiei, 
j=l 
(7.44) 
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with zi = (z~)~~ N E Z,(A), 1 d i < n. Thus (Lemma 7.2) there exists an open 
neighborhood of (zi) E N”, say, 
u= CT1 x ... x u,, (7.45) 
with z, E U,, open neighborhoods in N respectively, 1 d i < n, consisting of 
systems of (n-many) generators of N. Now, if 
nn: l,(A) + N (7.46) 
denotes, by (7.43), the canonical projection of 12(A) onto N (a long M), 
then by hypothesis (see also [36, p. 121, Definition 2 and subsequent com- 
ments]), 71 is a continuous A-linear map. On the other hand, there exists, by 
(7.44) and (7.45), j, E N, in such a way that 
J 
1 =i,kek E ui, l<idn, (7.47) 
k=l 
for every j > j, in N. Thus, let 
io+ 1 
:iE kT, Zj,kek, 1 Giidn, (7.48) 
SO that, by (7.47), one also has Z;E U;, with i= l,..., n. Therefore, if 
2; = z; + zi’, (7.49) 
with zi E N and zy E M (1 d i< n), is the decomposition of (7.48) 
corresponding to (7.43), one gets 
zj - z: = 7r(Zi - Z,), l<i<n, (7.50) 
and hence, 
(Zi) = zi, 1 <ifn. (7.51) 
Thus, by (7.50) and the continuity of rc, in conjunction with Lemma 7.2, 
one concludes that (zJ, G iG n is also a system of generators of N. 
Now, denoting by N the sub-A-module of Z,(A) generated by the family 
Czi)l GiCn3 one gets a topological direct sum decomposition of l,(A) namely, 
Indeed, on the basis of (7.43) and the previous conclusion for the 
(zi), one obtains, for every XE&(A), 
x=x,+ i a,z:= x ( M-C aiZ:)+z Uiz”iEM+R (by (7.49)). 
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On the other hand, denote by L the free sub-A-module of l,(A), generated 
by the first (j, + 1)-many “basis elements,” from (7.21) namely, one sets 
by definition, 
(7.54) 
so that one gets, in particular, 
LgA’of’, (7.55) 
as A-modules, hence also as locally convex A-modules (cf. [54, Lemma 
1.21). 
Now, suppose that 
p: &(A) + L (7.56) 
is the canonical projection of &(A) onto L defined by (7.54) (cf. also 
(7.22)) so that p is, in fact, a continuous A-linear map (see also (7.9)). 
Thus, by (7.44), (7.48) and (7.54), one gets 
Pb,) = z”i, ldi<n, (7.57) 
hence, in connection with (7.51), one has 
n(N) = N and P(N) = K (7.58) 
in such a way that, by (7.51) and (7.57), the continuous A-linear map IC 0 p, 
i.e., the composition 
NA R--Q N, (7.59) 
interchanges the “neighboring” systems (zi) and (zi) of generators of N; 
hence (cf. also Scholium 7.1 below), nap is an A-automorphism of N, so 
that the maps YT, p are also (continuous) A-linear isomorphisms. Therefore 
(see also (7.43)), one gets 
MnR= {O}, (7.60) 
which together with (7.53) proves the “algebraic part” of the assertion for 
(7.52); thus, in conjunction with (7.43), one gets 
N=R, (7.61) 
within an isomorphism of locally convex A-modules, provided by the con- 
tinuous A-linear isomorphisms rt, p as above, the latter being inverse to 
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each other by (7.58). (In this respect, one is led, of course, to the same con- 
clusion for (7.61) by applying [54: Lemma 1.23 to the A-linear 
isomorphism (7.61) provided by the preceding.) The foregoing establishes 
the assertion, concerning the decomposition (7.52). 
On the other hand, one also has the following topological direct sum 
decomposition of L; namely (cf. also (7.55)), 
AJ~f’rL=(MnL)@iv. (7.62) 
Indeed, by (7.60), one has 
(MnL)nR= {O}. (7.63) 
Furthermore, if x E L G 1,(A), then one has, by (7.52) 
x = x’ + XII, (7.64) 
with x’ E A4 and x” E fl; hence, since by (7.48) and (7.54), fly L, it follows 
that X’E L as well, i.e., X’EMA L, which together with (7.63) proves the 
algebraic part of (7.62). 
Thus, m is a (finitely generated) projective A-module, being by (7.62) a 
direct factor of a free A-module (cf. [9, Chap. II, p. 39, Proposition 4]), so 
that the same holds true, by (7.61), for N, and this, of course, finishes the 
proof. (In this regard, we also note that the direct sum decomposition in 
(7.62) is, in effect, topological, which follows by the continuity of rc and 
(7.61); see also [ 36, p. 121, comments following Definition] ). 1 
Scholium 7.1. Concerning the argument applied above relative to the 
A-linear isomorphism rc 0 p, use has been made of the following fact, 
extending the respective situation exhibited by [54, Lemma 3.21: Suppose 
that M is a finitely generated (left) A-module, with A a locally m-convex 
algebra with an identity element. Furthermore, let 
&n&(M) = .9,,(M) (7.65) 
be the algebra of continuous A-linear endomorphisms of M (cf., however, 
[54, Corollary 1.1 I), made into a locally m-convex algebra (with an identity 
element), when endowed with the topology defined by the relation 
analogous to (2.3); cf. also [54, (1.3)]. On the other hand, one gets a 
canonical continuous linear map 
8: &n&(M) --+ M,(A), (7.66) 
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given by the following diagram; i.e., 
(7.67) 
with LX E&P&~(M) and 4 given by (7.33), I being the respective canonical 
topological A-linear isomorphism [54: (1.3)], such that 
8(a) := a( = z~7r~a~q4). 
Furthermore, the (continuous) map (7.66) jiilfills the relation 
(7.68) 
6’~ ‘(GL(n, A)) c J&Z&~(M), (7.69) 
the second member of the previous relation denoting the group of the 
invertible elements of the algebra (7.65), i.e., the set of A-linear 
automorphisms of A4, the latter being considered as a locally convex 
A-module [54, Lemma 1.21. 
Now, as a result of the previous argument, if A is, in particular, a 
Q-algebra, then GL(n, A) is an open subset of M,(A) (Theorem 2.1), so 
that by the continuity of 8 and (7.69), the same holds true for &K&~(M) 
(see also [ 52, Chap. I, Lemma 5.41). Thus, dn~4~(M) is a locally m-convex 
Q-algebra, if A is, with M being any finitely generated A-module, 
Thus, we are now in the position to establish the following basic notions 
for the sequel. Namely, we have (see also [67, p. 811, Definition] ): 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra 
with an identity element, and let 
=%(&(A)) (7.70) 
be the (complex) algebra of continuous A-linear maps of the (complete) 
locally convex A-module 12(A) (Theorem 7.1) into itself. Then, an element 
u E %(MA)) (7.71) 
is said to be a Fredholm A-operator, whenever there exist topological direct 
sum decompositions of l,(A) of the form (7.43), namely, 
u:l,(A)=M,@N,+M2@N2=12(A), (7.72) 
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in such a way that u admits the following “matrix form,” i.e., 
Ul 0 
u= 0 u2’ ( > (7.73) 
with ur: MI -+ M2 being an isomorphism (of locally convex A-modules), 
and u2 E &mA(N,, N2) = Hom,(N,, N,) (i.e., (continuous) A-linear maps 
of N1 into N, ; cf. [ 54, Corollary 1.11 and Theorem 7.2 above). 
Furthermore, one defines the index of a Fredholm A-operator u as 
above, by the relation 
index(u) := [Nl] - [N2] E&(A), (7.74) 
where K,(A) 5 K(A) is the Gorthendieck group of the category P(A) (cf. 
Theorem 7.2 above and (3.15), as well as Scholium 7.2). 
Scholium 7.2. We prove by the following discussion that (7.74) is, in 
effect, independent of the particular topological direct sum decompositions 
considered by (7.72); namely, the rel. (7.74) is “well defined’: Thus, suppose 
that 
L,z 6 Ae,zA” 5 I,(A) 
i= 1 
(7.75) 
is the free sub-A-module of l,(A) genereated by the first n-many terms of 
the sequence (7.21), and let 
in: &(A I--+ L (7.76) 
be the corresponding (canonical) projection (in effect, continuous A-linear 
map) of Z,(A) onto L, (cf. also (7.22) and (7.23), as well as (7.9)). On the 
other hand, let 
I,(A)=M@N (7.77) 
be a topological direct sum decomposition of l,(A) of the form (7.43). Thus 
(see the proof of Theorem 7.2), there exists n, E N, in such a way that, for 
every n 3 n,, one obtains 
-L = Wn LJ 0 P,(N) (7.78) 
(topological direct sum), with P,JN)E N (isomorphism of (finitely 
generated) locally convex A-modules; cf. (7.62) and (7.58)). Furthermore, 
consider the following topological direct sum decomposition of I*(A), i.e., 
l,(A)=L,@L,I (7.79) 
409/106/Z- I5 
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where L,I is the (complete locally convex) sub-A-module of Z,(A) 
generated by the following subsequence of (7.21), namely, 
(ei)i. N n~~~,n~. (7.80) 
Thus, one gets an isomorphism 
4: b(A) --+ h(A) (7.81) 
with b(N) G L, (cf. (7.23) and [9, Chap. II, p. 14, Corollaire l]), so that 
one gets, by (7.79) 
-L=4(N)OP and f$(M) = PO L,i. (7.82) 
Now, suppose that u is Fredholm A-operator (Definition 7.1), in such a 
way that, by (7.82), we may also assume that (cf. (7.72)) 
N,zL,=N,@P,, M,=P,@L,I. (7.83) 
Thus, by considering another decomposition of 1,(A) of the form (7.43), 
corresponding to the given Fredholm A-operator u (cf. (7.72)), say, 
12(A)=M;@N;-% M;@N;=I,(A) (7.84) 
one gets, for suitable m 2 n in k~, 
L,,, = P; 0 PAN, 1, with p,(Ni) E N;. (7.85) 
Namely, there exists m > n in N, in such a manner that, by setting 
L:, = u(L) 0 Nz, (7.86) 
and also denoting by 
dn: &(A I+ .4(A) (7.87) 
the canonical projection of 12(A) onto LI, along (Lk)’ = u(Li), one 
obtains 
L:, = Pz 0 pi,z(N,), with pk(N,)r N,, (7.88) 
as well as 
L:, = P; 0 pk(N; ), with pX(N2)~NN;. (7.89) 
In this respect, the last two relations are provided, in effect, by an 
argument similar to (7.79); namely, let 
I,(A) = L:,@ (L;)’ (7.90) 
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and, furthermore, let (zi)i G i G k be a system of generators of N,, so that one 
gets, by (7.90) 
z; = z; + z;, 1 <i<k, (7.91) 
with z( E LL and z,!’ E (Lk)’ (i = l,..., k). Thus, by again applying (7.90), one 
has, for “sufficiently large” m E N, 
L:, = (M* f-J Lh) 0 PUN,) (7.92) 
with ph(N,)rN,. 
On the other hand, by setting 
L,=&@N,, (7.93) 
one obtains 
u(P,) = P, and u(P\) = P;, (7.94) 
within isomorphisms of (locally convex) A-modules (cf. also (7.73)), so 
that by considering isomorphism classes in &(A) (cf. also [ 16, Chap. II, 
p. 40, Corollaire l]), one gets the relations 
CN,l+ C&I = CN;l+ CP;l 
[NJ+ CPA = [IN;1 + [IfSI, 
and hence, by (7.94), the desired relation in &,(A) 
CNII - CNzl = [Nil- [%I; 
(7.95) 
(7.96) 
namely, the element index(u) E K,(A) is uniquely defined by (7.74), indepen- 
dently of any pair of decompositions of &(A) defining u as a Fredholm 
A-operator (cf. (7.72)). 
8. COMPACT A-OPERATORS 
Continuing the arguments of the previous section, we further consider 
below an extension within the present framework of the classical notion of 
a compact operator on a Hilbert space by replacing, namely, the classical 
Hilbert space context with that of a complete locally convex A-module of 
the form f,(A), for a suitable locally m-convex *-algebra A (cf. (7.1)). 
Thus, suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex F-algebra with an 
identity element, whose topology is defined by a fundamental family of 
(continuous) *- semi-norms, say, Tia = { p} (cf. Theorem 7.1). Furthermore, 
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let I,(A) be the (complete) locally convex A-module defined by the same 
theorem with its canonical “orthonormai basis” (e),, N, given by (7.21). 
Now, by considering the canonical decomposition of 12(A) corresponding 
to (7.21), given by (7.23), one defines a continuous A-operator of f,(A), as 
an A-linear endomorphism, say U, of Z,(A), given by an “infinite matrix,” 
of the form 
z4 = &ml), with (m,n)ENxX (8.1) 
such that a,,,,, E A, and in such a way that 
N,(u) = sup(a,,) < +co, 
n.m 
(8.2) 
for every p E Ta, where one has, by (7.22), 
u(c)= 5 a,,e,, nEN(. 
m=l . 
(8.3) 
Thus, we denote by 
Q?,(h(A)) (8.4) 
the (complex) algebra of continuous A-operators of I,(A). In this regard, 
one gets, of course, by the same definitions the relation (cf. (7.70)) 
QA(UA)) c -%(4(A)) (8.5) 
as (unital complex) algebras. 
We are now in a position to establish the following basic notion (see also 
[67, p. 845, Sect. 2, Definition]). That is, we have: 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with 
an identity element and let L,, n E N, be the free sub-A-module of 1,(A) 
generated by (ei)iGiGn (cf. (7.75)); moreover, let L,I be the “orthogonal 
complement” of L, in l,(A (cf. (7.79)). Now, an element 
u - (GJ E g!,(MA)) (8.6) 
(cf. (8.4)) is said to be a compact A-operator, whenever the following 
relation is satisfied, i.e., 
lim N,( u 1 L; ) = 0, (8.7) 
n 
for every p E l-A (cf. also (8.2)). 
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Now, by applying the preceding terminology and following the respec- 
tive argument in [67], one proves that the set of compact A-operators on 
l,(A) is a closed two-sided ideal of the algebra 2,(1,(A)), the latter being 
equipped with the (locally m-convex) topology defined on it by the family 
{N,}, PEI’~, given by the rel. (8.2) (cf. also [67, p. 845, Lemma 2.1)). 
Furthermore, suppose in particular that A is a complete locally m-convex 
QC*-algebra with an identity element, and let u be a compact A-operator on 
l*(A). Then, 1 + u is a Fredholm A-operator (Definition 7.1) in such a way 
that one has (cf. (7.74)) 
index( 1 + u) = 0 (8.8) 
(see also [67, p. 846, Lemma 2.23). 
On the other hand, by again arguing within the previous context and by 
applying, in particular, an Arens-Michael decomposition of A (cf. (1.20)), 
one obtains a similar decomposition of l,(A); namely, one has 
12(A) = liml,(AJ, (8.9) 
within an isomorphism of locally convex A-modules. Thus, the reasoning 
applied for the proof of [67, p. 846, Lemma 2.21 can also be used, via the 
decomposition (8.9) to get the previous re1.(8.8) (see also [52, Chap. II, 
Corollary 5.1, and Remark 6.11). 
In particular, one gets the following analogon of a classical result (cf. 
also [67, p. 846, Lemma 2.31, the argument of which can also be extended 
to our case). Namely, we have: 
LEMMA 8.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra with an 
identity element. Moreover, let u be a Fredholm A-operator and K a compact 
A-operator. Then, (the A-linear map) u + u is a Fredholm A-operator, in 
such a way that one has 
index(u + K) = index(u). (8.10) 
On the other hand, we also have the following version, within the 
present more general context, of a standard result referring to the fact that 
a continuous A-operator (cf. (8.2)) is a Fredholm A-operator whenever it 
has a right and a left inverse (within the algebra 2&(1,(A)); cf. (8.4)) 
modulo compact A-operators. Thus, in more technical language, one gets 
(cf. also [74, p. 1581, and also [67, p. 847, Theorem 2.41): 
THEOREM 8.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex QC*-algebra with 
an identity element, and let u, v be elements of the algebra e!,(l,(A)) (cf. 
(8.4)), in such a way that 
uv=l+Kk and vu = 1 + Icz, (8.11) 
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with tci (i= 1,2) being compact A-operators. Then, both u and v are 
Fredholm A-operators. 1 
The previous theorem is needed for the proof of our main result in the 
sequel (cf. Theorem 10.1 below and also [67, p. SSS]). 
9. PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OVER TOPOLOGICAL *-ALGEBRAS 
Our main objective in the following discussion is to give, within the con- 
text developed hitherto, the analogon of the classical Atiyah-Singer index 
theorem, extending thus, within the same framework, the relevant con- 
siderations in [67] concerning the index of elliptic operators over 
C*-algebras [67, p. 855, Theorem 3.43. Of course, the last work has also 
been the motivation for that which follows. 
Thus, suppose that X is a finite dimensional smooth (i.e., ‘%Ym-) manifold, 
and let Y*(X) be the respective cotangent bundle of X, with 
7c:F-*(X)-+X (9.1) 
being the corresponding (canonical smooth) projection map (see, for 
instance, [45] for the terminology applied herewith, concerning 
Wm-manifolds). 
On the other hand, suppose that G is a locally m-convex algebra with an 
identity element, and let 
C-6, n;, ‘0 with i-l,2 (9.2) 
be two given A-vector bundles over X (cf. [54, Definition 2.2]), so that 
n*(Ei), i= 1,2 (9.3) 
are the corresponding inverse images (or pull-backs) via rr of the given A- 
bundles (9.2) on Y*(X). In this respect, by applying standard reasoning 
(see, for instance, [ 31, p. 48, Example]) and the argument in [54, Sect. 21, 
one verities that each one of n*(E,), with i= 1, 2, is in fact an A-vector bun- 
dle on Y*(X) (cf., in particular, [54, Lemma 2.21). 
Furthermore, suppose we have the following morphism of the same 
A-bundles as above; namely, 
CT: z*(E,) + x*(EJ (9.4) 
(cf. [54, (3.3)]); then, it is equivalent to consider (9.4) as an element of (the 
vector space of continuous sections) 
UF*(X), *4n*(E,), I*)) (9.5) 
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(see also [54, (7.10)]). In this respect, we denote by 
s@dn*(El), n*(w) (9.6) 
the result of the “A-vector bundle of morphisms functor” applied on the 
A-bundles (9.3) (cf. [54, (7.8)]), so that (9.6) defines, in effect, a locally 
convex vector space bundle on F*(X), the fibers of which are locally convex 
spaces of the form 
(cf. [54, Corollary 1.1, and (1.18)]), where Mi (i= 1, 2) are libers of the 
given A-bundles (9.2), thus, by definition [54, Definition 2.21, objects of 
the category g(A) (in this respect, see also [81, p. 140, Example 23). 
Thus, by considering the A-bundle morphism (9.4) as an element of 
(9.5), one gets a continuous family of A-morphisms; namely, 
44 0 E *m*(Ml, M2) (9.8) 
(cf. (9.7)), with (x, ~)EF*(X). In this regard, one usually assumes further 
that the map (T, when considered as an element of (9.5), has a “compact 
support relative to X,” that is, we also suppose that 
n(Supp(a)) c x (9.9) 
is a compact subset of X. (We denote, of course, by Supp(a) in the last 
relation the least closed subset of Y*(X), in the complement of which 0 
“vanishes,” i.e., the support of (T; cf., for instance, [31, p. 593). 
Now, supposing that X is, say, an n-dimensional %?-manifold, let 
(x1 ,..., x,; (I,...) &Jz ux R” (9.10) 
be a local chart of Y*(X) at the point (x, 0 E Y*(X), with UG R” open 
(where the last relation is valid, of course, within a diffeomorphism, deter- 
mined by a given local chart of X at the point x E X, the latter chart being 
thus identified with U; in this regard, cf. also, for instance, [89, p. 92ff]); 
moreover let a, fl be two multi-indices in Z; , i.e., 
a = (q )...) a,) and B = @I >‘..2 B,), (9.11) 
whose lengths are, respectively, 
Ial = a1 + . . + a, and IPI -p1+ ... +j?,. (9.12) 
Furthermore, suppose that p is a (continuous) semi-norm from a fun- 
damental family of such defining the (locally convex vector space) topology 
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of &mA(A4i, M,) (cf. (9.7) and [54, (1.15) and (1.18)]), and finally let 
K z U be any compact set. 
Thus, under the preceding data, suppose now that there exists a constant 
C$),B,K > 0, in such a way that, for some m E Z, one has (cf. also (9.8)) 
p(D:Dfo(x, 5))G C&A1 + 151)“~‘“’ (9.13) 
for every (x, 5) E K x R” (with I rl denoting the “euclidean norm” of 
5 = (5, ,..., l,) E W). In this respect, one also defines 
(9.14) 
with i = 0, while by considering the continuous family (9.8) as above, 
we also assume that 
CT(X, [), with (x, ~)EF*(X), is a V”-map. (9.15) 
In this respect, cf., for instance, [80, p. 94, Proposition 11. 
Thus, we can now introduce the following basic notions. Namely, we 
have 
DEFINITION 9.1. Let rr be a morphism of A-vector bundles as above, 
given by (9.4), with A being a complete locally m-convex algebra with an 
identity element. Moreover, when considering CJ, equivalently, as an element 
of the space of sections (9.5), suppose that it satisfies the condition (9.13) 
for any parameters rx, /3, K, p as determined by that relation. Moreover, we 
still assume herewith that (9.15) is satisfied, as well as that 0 has a compact 
support relative to X (cf. (9.9)). 
Thus, under the preceding circumstances, we shall say that (T is the sym- 
bol of the (local) pseudodifferential A-operator o(D), the latter being 
defined by the relation 
CdDbl(x) := &+x(4x, Wx+,b4(5)}, (9.16) 
for every u E r,“( U, E,), where the latter space denotes the A-module of 
Vx-sections with compact supports of E, on U, with U an open subset of 
R” being identified, within a diffeomorphism, with a local chart of the 
manifold X as above (cf. (9.10); see also the comments following this 
definition). 
In this regard, we also say that the symbol o is of order m (and type 
(1, 0); cf. (9.13). See also, for instance, [88, p. 203). 
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Now, commenting further on the previous terminology, we note that by 
considering U 5 R” (always within a diffeomorphism relative to X) as an 
element of a local trivialization of the A-bundle E, (this will be the case 
below; cf., for instance, (9.22) and [54: (2.2)]), the map (local section) 
uEr,“(U, E,) (9.17) 
is, in effect, an MI-valued %‘“-function on U (with compact support), where 
the latter notion, equivalently, means that, for every 1 E M; (the topological 
dual of M,, the latter being, by hypothesis for E,, (canonically) a locally 
convex space; cf. [ 54, Lemma 1.2]), the map IO u is a (complex-valued) 
%Y-function on U (with compact support; see, for instance, [SO, p. 93, and 
p. 94, Proposition 1 ] ). 
Furthermore, concerning the notation of the last rel. (9.16), we denote 
therein by F,,, the Fourier transform (of Ml-valued functions (local sec- 
tions) defined on UC R” as above), given by the relation 
iIf’,,~(u)l(t) = d(5) := (27~~“‘~ ju exp( -i(x, 0) u(x) dx, (9.18) 
with (x, 5) = C;=, xiii (i.e., the canonical inner product of IF!“), while 
r;,-X stands for the inverse of the Fourier transform, that is, we have 
[F,,,(V)](X)-O(X) := (27~~~‘~ ?^, exp(i(x, t))u(r)dt (9.19) 
(where in both (9.18) and (9.19) one sets, of course, i s fi), in such a 
way that one has 
u(x)= CF,+x(u)l(xh XE u. (9.20) 
Thus, the Fourier transform (9.18) is applied, in effect, on a function 
UE r,“( U, E,) c Y(U, E,) (the latter space denoting the analogous one, 
within the present context, of the standard Schwartz space (9) of 
%Y-functions on R”, “rapidly decreasing at infinity” cf. [79, p. 233f.l or 
[90, p. 923, as well as [SO, p. 971); the latter function is thus an element of 
the “natural domain of definition” of (9.18) yielding therefore, via (9.18) 
an element u E Y( 0, E,) E rm( 0, E,) (gW-sections of E, on U = i?), in 
such a way that (9.20) holds true. In particular, for x E U, one gets an 
element of M, (as explained above; cf. also [ 14, Chap. III, p. 80, 
Corollaire 21, in conjunction with the hypothesis for A (Definition 9.1) and 
[54, Lemma 1.2, together with the ensuing comments]), on which (T(x, 4) 
(cf. (9.8)) is further applied according to (9.16). (In this regard, see also 
[ 80, p. 138; 79, p. 249, Theoreme XII, ff.], or yet [90, p. 534; 89, pp. 46ff.l). 
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Thus, the preceding rel. (9.16) yields a (focal) pseudodifferential 
A-operator 
a(D): z-7( u, E,) -+ rm(u, E,) (9.21) 
as an A-linear map between the respective A-modules as indicated, the 
range of (9.21) being the (A-module) of %‘“-sections of E, on U (cf. the 
preceding discussion). In this respect the integer m in (9.12) is also called 
the order of (the (local) pseudodifferential A-operator) o(D); see also 
Definition 9.1 above. 
On the other hand, one defines a pseudodlfferential A-operator, for a 
given map (9.4) (or, equivalently, (9.8)), on the whole of the manifold X, 
i.e., 
g(D): rT(X, E,) -+ P(X, E2). (9.22) 
In this regard, we first note that the range of the previous map is the 
A-module of (global) %‘“O-sections of the A-bundle E, on X: Namely, we 
regard the A-bundle E as having the respective “transition functions” 
$ij= I++I&‘: Uin U,+ &m,(M,, N2) 5 M,,(A) (9.23) 
VTa-functions on Uin U, with values in the locally convex space (range) as 
indicated (cf. (9.7) and the discussion concerning (9.17); see also [ 54, 
(2.5, ii)) and Lemma 2.1 in connection with the comments preceding 
Lemma 2.23. Moreover, cf. also [81, p. 140, Exemple 21). It is clear, of 
course, by applying standard arguments, that the previous notion of 
“smoothness” concerning (9.23) is equivalent to that applied for the 
A-module (9.17) above. Now, the A-module of sections of the A-bundle E, 
on X having compact supports, analogously defined as above, constitutes 
the domain of definition of the map o(D) in (9.22). 
Thus, consider next an atlas 
JdrB- {W;, 4i,), i E I, (9.24) 
of X in such a way that the individual local charts ( Ui, bi), with i E Z, of X 
also correspond to local trivializations of the given A-bundles Ei (i = 1, 2. 
See also [54, Definition 2.21, as well as the comments in the foregoing con- 
cerning the rel. (9.10) or (9.17)). Moreover, suppose that 
(hi)iel (9.25) 
is a @“-partition of unity subordinated to the given atlas & of X and, 
moreover, let 
(gi)iel (9.26) 
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be a family of (real-valued) Vm-functions on X, in such a manner that 
gi I Supp(h,) = l3 iEI (9.27) 
(see, for instance, [92, p. 10, Theorem 1.11, and p. 11, Corollary]). 
Now suppose, in particular, that X is an n-dimensional (Hausdor-) 
second countable and paracompact P-manifold (this will be the case in the 
main proposition below (cf. Theorem 9.2; see also [20, p. 233, Theorem 
4.11)). Thus, on the basis of the previous discussion, one now defines the 
map (9.22) by the relation 
CO(D)ul(x) = C Cai(D)(hiu)l(x)T (9.28) 
it/ 
with x E X, for every u E fF(X, E,), where ai( ie I, is given by (9.16), the 
sum in the second member of (9.28) being finite, by the hypothesis for X. 
Furthermore, one defines the symbol of ai (Definition 9.1) by the 
relation (cf. also (9.8)) 
a,(x, 5) = g,(x) 4% 5), i E I, (9.29) 
for every (x, 0 in a local chart of Y*(X), corresponding to the local chart 
(Vi, di), iEZ, of X as above (cf. also (9.10)), with a(x, r) given by (9.8). 
The previous definition of (9.22) via the rel. (9.28) depends, of course, on 
the given atlas G? = { ( Uj, 4;)} of X and the resulting families of maps (hi) 
and (g,) (cf. (9.25), (9.26) above) corresponding to d. Thus, it is the map 
(9.22) (for the given choice of d and hence of hi and gi as well, as indicated 
before), which is called a pseudodijjferential A-operator of order m(E 6) on 
X (cf. also (9.21) and (9.12)). 
In this respect, the integer m, which may depend on the local chart con- 
sidered in (9.13), is supposed herewith to be fixed for the given atlas d of 
X; cf., for instance, [93, p. 125, comments following Definition 3.8, and also 
p. 131, Definition 3.111, as well as the discussion which follows. Namely, 
the previous dependence on the particular atlas of X involved is finally cir- 
cumvented by using the “Sobolev topologies” on the previous spaces of sec- 
tions, with respect to which one also gets the continuity of the maps given 
by (9.21) (cf. Lemma 9.1 below). 
However, we first single out an important class of pseudodifferential 
A-operators which is involved in our main theorem below (cf. Theorem 
9.2). Namely, we have (see also [67, p. 855, Definition]): 
DEFINITION 9.2. Suppose we have the framework of Definition 9.1 
above, and let 
o(D): fP(X, E,) -+ P(X, E*) (9.30) 
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be a pseudodifferential A-operator (of order m) on X given be (9.22), under 
the particular conditions for the manifold X as formulated with respect to 
the rel. (9.28). Then, cr(D) is said to be elliptic, whenever its symbol 
4x7 5) E ~Fi%(Ml, M2) (9.31) 
(cf. (9.8) and Definition 9.1) is an isomorphism for the respective 
A-modules (hence, a topological one for the locally convex A-modules 
thus considered; cf. [ 54, Corollary 1.1; ( 1.15)] ), for every (x, 4) in the com- 
plement of an open neighborhood of the “zero section” 
x 5 F-*(X), (9.32) 
while ~(x, 0’ also satisfies the condition (9.13), with (x, r) varying as 
before. 
Thus, we come now to the consideration, within the previous context, of 
the various Sobolev spaces of sections of A-vector bundles referred to above. 
Namely, suppose that 
(U; Xl,..., x,) (9.33) 
is a local chart of a given n-dimensional V”-manifold A’, where one may 
consider U as identified (via a diffeomorphism; see also (9.10) above) with 
an open subset of IF!“. Moreover, let 
(9.34) 
be the (anti-) Laplace operator for R” (cf. also, for instance, [91, p. 4, Sect. 
1.11). 
On the other hand, suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex 
*-algebra, the topology of which is defined by a fundamental family, say, 
Tw f {p} of (continuous *-) semi-norms (cf. (1.19)). Thus denoting by 
9(U, A) (9.35) 
the space of A-valued P-functions on U with compact support (in effect, an 
A-module; cf. also the discussion concerning (9.17)), one defines on the lat- 
ter space, for any s E Z + , the following family of semi-norms, 
[( 
I/2 
N;(f) := P j- ((1 +A)“f(x))f *(x)dx (9.36) 
LJ 
with f E GB( U, A), and p varying over rA. (In this respect, of course, in 
(9.36) we set f*(x) E (f(x))* E A, XE U; cf. also the comments above, con- 
cerning the rel. (9.18).) 
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Now, the locally convex topology thus defined on g(U, A) by (9.36) is 
called the Sobolev topology on it. On the other hand, we denote by 
fC,( lJ> A ), (9.37) 
with SEH,, the completion of g( U, A) under the Sobolev topology. In this 
regard, it is easy to show that the Sobolev topology of WO(U, A) makes it 
into a locally convex A-module, which we also call the Sobolev A-module of 
order SEZ, in U 5 KY. 
Furthermore, by supposing, in particular, that A is a complete locally 
m-convex C*-algebra with an identity element, one defines an A-valued her- 
mitian inner product on H;( U, A) (cf. Section 1 above; in particular, Lemma 
1.1) by the relation 
(f,g),=ju ((l+~)"f(x))g*(x)ds> (9.38) 
for any f, g in H;(U, A) (see also [ll, p. 849, (3.2)]). 
Thus, we are now ready to give our first basic information, concerning 
the spaces (9.37) for the various s E Z + (cf. also [67, p. 849, Lemma 3.11). 
That is, we have: 
THEOREM 9.1. Let A be a complete locally m-convex C*-algebra with an 
identity element and X an n-dimensional (Hausdorff) Va-mantfold and, 
moreover, let (U, 4) be a local chart of X (identified via the diffeomorphism 
I$ with an open subset of W). Furthermore, let lz(A) and H;( U, A), with 
s E Z + , be the locally convex A-modules defined by Theorem 7.1 and (9.37), 
respectively. Then, one gets 
fco(U, A) = l*(A), (9.39) 
within an isomorphism of locally convex A-modules, for any s E Z + : Namely, 
all the spaces Hg( U, A), s E Z + , are “copies” of 12(A) (see also, for instance, 
[89, p.53, comments on Theorem 0.311). 
Proof Let H;( U, C) be the standard Sobolev space (“with complex 
coefficients”) of order s E Z + on U 5 R”, so that one has 
H”,(u, @) 5 H&(U, A), (9.40) 
within a C-linear isomorphism (into), which actually becomes a topological 
one, when one takes into account the respective Sobolev topologies on the 
spaces involved in (9.40); namely, one has the relation 
lflf= <ff >,2 (9.41) 
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for every SE H;( U, C), where the second member of (9.41) is that (complex 
number) obtained by the relation corresponding to (9.38) for the given 
(complex-valued) function J Now, ZY& U, C) being, in effect, a separable 
Hilbert space (see, for instance, [ 1, p. 47, Theorem 3.5]), one may consider 
a (denumerable) orthonormal basis of it, say, 
@A, N c&VA Q 
in such a way that one gets 
(9.42) 
f = f as,, 
n=l 
(9.43) 
for every f E H;( U, A), with a,, E A, n E N, while the series C,“=, a,,a,* con- 
verges in A, the rel. (9.43) being, moreover, uniquely determined by f: 
Indeed, for the given data, define 
a,-(f,e,),~k nEN (9.44) 
(cf. (9.38)). Moreover, one may consider f defined on the n-dimensional 
torus V” (see also [6, p. 182]), so that a,, is the (generalized) nth Fourier 
co.efficient of f, the corresponding Fourier series being “uniformly” con- 
vergent to the latter function, hence also with 
(9.40). Furthermore, let 
g=f - 5 aHe,, 
n=l 
respect to the topology of 
in such a manner that one has by (9.44) 
(8, en),=& 





((1 +d)“g(x))h*(x)dx= J g(x)((l +A)” h*(x))dx=O, (9.47) 
u 
for every h E H;( U, C), so that by considering the isomorphism 
(1 +A)“: H;(U, C)-+ H;-*“(U, C) 
(cf., for instance, [6, p. 177, Aufgabe 3]), one gets by (9.47) 
(9.48) 
s 
g(x) h*(x) dx = 0, (9.49) 
u 
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for every h E GP’( U), and hence g = 0, which by (9.45) proves the assertion 
(see also [89, p. 53, comments preceding Theorem 0.311, as well as Lemma 
1.1 in the preceding). 1 
We proceed now to define the above Sobolev spaces (of A-valued 
functions) in the case of sections of A-vector bundles, following the 
classical device (cf. also [67, pp. 85Off.l). 
Thus, for simplicity’s sake, suppose that the (n-dimensional) 
P-manifold X given above is compact (however, this will also be the case 
below; cf. Theorem 9.2 in the sequel), and let A be a complete locally 
m-convex F-algebra with an identity element, the topology of which is 
defined by a fundamental family, say, 
fai = {P>l (9.50) 
of (continuous) “C*-semi-norms” (cf. ( 1.18 )). Furthermore, let 
5 = C-K 75 X) (9.51) 
be a trivial A-vector bundle on X [54, Sect. 21 and, in particular, on a local 
chart U( SKY’) of X as above (cf. (9.33)), so that one has 
E,=EI,=UxM, (9.52) 
where A4 is an object of the category Ph(A) (cf. (3.1)) the respective 
A-valued hermitian inner product on M (denoted herewith by ( , )) being 
also supposed to be positive definite (cf. Definition 1.1, as well as Theorem 
2.4 in connection with the rel. (3.26) in the preceding). 
Now, by considering the A-module 
rm(U, E) ( =TT( u, E)); cf. (9.17)) (9.53) 
of (local) %w-sections of E over U (see also the comments in the foregoing, 
concerning the rel. (9.17)), one defines, for any s E Z + , the following family 
of Sobolev semi-norms on (9.53) i.e., 
112 
((l+d)“u(x), u(x)>dx (9.54) 
u 
for every u E Y( U, E), where p varies over Tia as above (cf. (9.50); in this 
regard, see also the comments concerning the rel. (9.18) above). 
Thus, we denote by 
K,( u, E), SEZ+, (9.55) 
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the completion of the space (9.53), with respect to the locally convex (vector 
space) topology defined on it by (9.54), the latter being, in effect, a locally 
convex A-module topology (Sobolev topology) on (9.55). 
Now, as an easy consequence of Theorem 9.1, one gets, for any s E E + , 
Hgu, E)=l*(M) .!s z&lp, (9.56) 
within isomorphisms of locally convex A-modules as indicated (cf. also 
(9.52)), the last term of (9.56) denoting, of course, the (topological) direct 
sum of n-many copies of I,(A) (cf. Theorem 7.1), while l,(M) is a direct 
summand of l,(A)“, provided by a similar decomposition of A” ( E A(“)) 
relative to M, according to the hypothesis for M. (In this respect, cf. also 
C63, P. 801.1 
We come next to the assertion referred to above, concerning the con- 
tinuity of the A-operators a(D) (cf. (9.22)). That is, we have the following. 
LEMMA 9.1. Suppose that A is a complete locally m-convex P-algebra 
with an identity element, and let E,, E, be trivial A-bundles over a 
(Hausdorff) compact n-dimensional GP-manifold X, the fibers of Ei 
(i= 1, 2) being objects of the category s(A) (see (3.1)) endowed with 
(A-valued) positive definite hermitian inner products. Moreover, let 
a(D): P( U, E,) --+ P( U, EJ (9.57) 
be a (local) pseudodifSerentia1 A-operator of order k on U, with U( 5 R”) 
being a local chart of X. Then, o(D) is continuous with respect to the Sobolev 
(locally) convex A-module) topologies on the respective spaces (9.55), so that 
one gets, extending by continuity, 
for any SEE, 
a(D): H;( U, E,) -+ H;- k( U, E2), (9.58) 
The proof of Lemma 9.1 follows the argument applied to the proof of the 
analogous result in [67, p. 851, Lemma 3.21, within the present more 
general framework, as has been pointed out hitherto, so that we may omit 
the details. (See also [2, p. 512, (5.1)].) 
On the other hand, consider next an A-vector bundle on a compact 
V-manifold X as above, namely, 
t - (E, n, W, 
with the algebra A as in Lemma 9.1. Furthermore, let 
P(r) = P(X, E) 
(9.59) 
(9.60) 
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be the A-module of (global) %‘m-sections of E on X (cf. also (9.22)). Now, 
by using a qm-partition of unity of X, say, (/z~)~,, (cf. (9.25)) one defines, 
for any sEZ+, an A-valued hermitian inner product on (9.60) (denoted by 
( , ),) by the relation 
(~5 u>s := C J ((I+ Ashi(x) U(X), hi(x) u(X)> dx, (9.61) 
iEI u, 
for any u, v in P(X, E). Thus one gets a family of Sobolev semi-norms on 
(9.60) by the relation 
yh4 := CP((U, ~>,)I”* (9.62) 
with UEP(X, E) and ( , ), given by (9.61), while p varies over TA (cf. 
(9.50)). Now, the completion of the space (9.60) under the (locally convex 
A-module) Sobolev topology on it, defined by (9.62), is denoted by 
H”(X E), (9.63) 
with SEZ,, and is called the Sobolev space (of order s) of the (global) 
%*-sections of E over X. 
In this respect, it is proved by analogy to the case of the classical (i.e., 
“numerical”) Sobolev spaces, that the Sobolev topology thus defined on the 
spaces (9.63) is independent of the particular choice of the partition of unity 
(hi) as above (cf. (9.61)), subordinated to a given GP-atlas d = { ( Uidi)} of 
X. Furthermore, one gets several standard properties of the classical 
Sobolev spaces for the extended case considered herewith: 
Namely, within the preceding framework, one concludes the equivalence 
of the various Sobolev topologies “of order s” s E Z, , on the A-module 
P(X, E) as above (cf. (9.62)). In particular, one gets 
H”( x, E) = 12(M), SEZ+, (9.64) 
within an isomorphism of locally convex A-modules, with A4 an object of the 
category P(A) [54] (cf. also (9.56) above, as well as [67, pp. 853f.l). 
Now, a pseudodifSerentia1 A-operator a(D) of order k (cf. (9.28)) is a con- 
tinuous A-linear map for the respective Sobolev spaces as indicated; namely, 
a(D): H”(X, E) + I-Fk(X, E), (9.65) 
for any sell (cf. also [67, p. 854, 33, as well as [74, p. 150; 67, p. 8531. In 
this regard, we also remark that the Sobolev spaces (9.63) are actually 
defined, as in the classical case, for any s E R; see, however, [2, p. 5111). 
409/106/Z-16 
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Moreover, if 5 = (E, TC, X) is an A-bundle on a closed (i.e., compact 
without boundary) n-dimensional ‘+Ta-ma&old X, then the natural (con- 
tinuous A-linear) injection of Sobolev spaces 
i: Hs+ ‘(X, E) --) H”(X, E), (9.66) 
SEZ+, is a compact A-operator (Definition 8.1; in this regard, cf. also [67, 
p. 854, Lemma 3.31, the argument of which can be applied to the extended 
case considered herein, according to the previous technique). 
We are thus in a position to present the main objective of the preceding 
discussion, namely, the Atiyah-Singer Index Formula for the generalized 
case of elliptic A-operators (Definition 9.2; see the rel. (10.10) below), as is 
presented in the next section. 
10. ATIYAH-SINGER INDEX FORMULA FOR 
ELLIPTIC A-OPERATORS 
In this section we apply the terminology of Section 9 without further 
comment. Thus, X will denote a (Hausdorff) compact (n-dimensional) 
smooth (i.e., VW-) mumfold. Furthermore, suppose that 
0: 7c*(E,) + n*(EJ (10.1) 
is the symbol of a given elliptic pseudodifferential A-operator (cf. Definition 
9.2), so that, equivalently (ibid.), one gets the following (short) sequence of 
A-vector bundles ouer Y*(X) (see (9.1)), namely, 
O-,TC*(E~)A TC*(E*)+O, (10.2) 
which, in particular, is exact in the complement of a compact neighborhood 
of the zero section of Y*(X)(: X 5 Y*(X); cf. (9.32)). In addition, we can 
say, following the terminology of [2, p. 4891, that (10.2) constitutes, in 
effect, a complex (of A-vector bundles) over Y*(X) with compact supports 
(cf. also [6, p. 254, Anmerkung]); hence, the corresponding “equivalence 
class” of (10.2) [6] defines an element, say 
(10.3) 
that is, an element of the corresponding (abelian) group of the respective 
“K-theory with compact supports” (cf. [54, Sect. 5; 6, p. 241, D]), the 
element [a] in [ 10.3) being thus the respective “difference A-bundle” of the 
(elliptic) pseudodifferential A-operator defined by (10.1) (cf. Definition 9.1; 
see also [6, p. 253, B]). 
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Thus, one obtains 
Cal E ~~(~-*(~))~~A(w-), W)) (10.4) 
(within an isomorphism of the respective abelian groups), where by B(X), 
S(X) one denotes, of course, the “ball bundle” and the “sphere bundle,” 
respectively, of (the base manifold) X (the latter being, in fact, subbundles 
of S*(X)), with respect to a riemanniun metric on X (see also [45, p. 60; 
43, p. 96; 5.121, as well as [6, p. 256; 54, Sect. 7; (7.25)]). 
On the other hand, suppose that the given (compact smooth) manifold 
X is, moreover, oriented, so that by considering tech (rational) cohomology 
with compact supports, one gets 
H,*(r*(X), a) = H,*(X, cl) = H*(x, a) (10.5) 
within an isomorphism of the respective (cohomology) rings (Thorn-Gysin 
isomorphism in cohomology; cf., for instance, [43, p. 278, Theorem 3.31). 
Furthermore, the 5P-manifold X, being by hypothesis compact, has a 
homotopy type of finite CW-complex (namely, X is, of course, metrizable 
with respect to some riemannian metric on it (cf. [45, p. 603), and hence 
separable (see [72, p. 194, Ex. 2]), which yields the assertion; see also [ 58, 
p. 272, Corollary l] or [32, p. 392, Theorem 3.31. Moreover, cf., for 
instance [94, p. 224, Theorem 17.191). 
Now assume, in particular, that A is a complete locally m-convex 
@*-algebra (cf. Section 3 above, the comments preceding the rel. (3.51)) 
with an identity element, satisfying also the condition 
the (complete locally m-convex C*-) algebra (with an 
identity element) %7(X, A) is also a Q-algebra. (10.6) 
In this respect, cf. the comments following the rel. (3.54) in the foregoing, 
as well as Scholia 3.2 and 6.1 above. Now, under the preceding data (see 
also Theorem 2.1 above and [54, Sect. 7, (7.1 l)]), one may apply on (10.4) 
the (generalized) Chern character (for A-vector bundles; cf. [54, Sect. 7, 
(7.49)]), thus obtaining 
ch.([o])EH*(X;K*(A)OQ). (10.7) 
We are now in a position to state the following basic result, extending 
[67, p. 855, Theorem 3.43: 
THEOREM 10.1 (Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem). Let A be a complete 
locally m-convex QC*-algebra with an identity element satisfying, moreover, 
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the condition (10.6) above, and let X be a closed oriented n-dimensional 
%‘w-mantfold, Furthermore, let (Ei, ni, X), i= 1, 2, be two given A-bundles 
over X, whose fibers are objects of the category Y,,(A) endowed with 
(G-valued) positive dejmite hermitian inner products, and let 
a: z*(El) -+ z*(EJ (10.8) 
(with rc: Y*(X) -+X the cotangent bundle of X) be the symbol of an elliptic 
pseudodtfferential A-operator (of order k; cf. (9.65)), i.e., 
a(D): H”(X, E,) -+ HSPk(X, E,). (10.9) 
Then o(D) is a Fredholm A-operator (Definition 7.1), whose index (cf. 
(7.74)) is given by the formula 
indexo(D)=(-l)“(r(X) chA([o]), [X])EK,(A)@Q, (10.10) 
where $X)E H*(X, Q) denotes the Todd class of (the complex tangent bun- 
dle S(X)@ @ of the manifold) X, and [X] E H,(X, Q) the fundamental 
(homology) class of X. m 
Now, concerning the terminology applied in the preceding statement, we 
remark that if (10.8) is the symbol of an elliptic pseudodifferential 
A-operator, then (cf. Definition 9.2) there exists an open neighborhood, 
say U E Y*(X), of the zero section X G, Y*(X), such that 
44 0 E ho,.(M, 3 M2) (10.11) 
(topological) A-isomorphisms; cf. (9.31)), for every (x, {) E CU. Further- 
more, one may consider a Wm-function 
h: Y*(X) + R (10.12) 
in such a manner that one has 
h=Ol, and h= 1 Icy, (10.13) 
where V is an open neighborhood of D in F*(X) (cf., for instance, [92, 
p. 11, Corollary]). 
Therefore, the relation 
4(x, 5) = h(x,t) 4x, 5) -’ (10.14) 
with (x, 5) E CV, defines the symbol of a pseudodtfferential G-operator, say 
$(D), in such a way that 
a(D) d(D) = 1 + ICI and d(D) a(D) = 1 + K2, (10.15) 
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with rci (i= 1,2) being compact A-operators (Definition 8.1), so that o(D) 
is a Fredholm A-operator (cf. Theorem 8.1, as well as [67, p. 855, proof of 
Theorem 3.43 ). 
Now, by (7.74) and (10.3), one gets, by the left-hand side of (lO.lO), a 
(group) morphism (analytic index), say, 
index,: F,(F*(X)) + K,(A). (10.16) 
On the other hand, by (10.7) one gets, by the right-hand side of (10.10) 
still another (group) morphism (topological index), say, 
index,: Ki(F*(X)) + K*(A) 0 Q, (10.17) 
so that one has to prove the coincidence of the preceding two morphisms. 
However, one considers instead the respective “torsionless morphisms,” 
namely, 
so that. since 
index,: K’,(F*(X))@ Q -+ K*(A) @ Q (10.18) 
index,: Ki(S*(X))@Q + K*(A)@Q, (10.19) 
K~(~*(X))@Q~K(~*(X))@K*(A)@Q, 
it suffices to prove the relation 
(10.20) 
index, = index, 
for elements in the first member of (10.20) of the form 
(10.21) 
x0 [M] EKC(F-*(X))OK,(A), (10.22) 
or of the form 
x0 Cal, with [x] E K,(A), (10.23) 
where KI(A) stands for the “Whitehead group” of A (cf. [59, pp. 25ff.l or 
[83, p. 109, Proposition]; see also [4, pp. 4ff., and p. 183). Now, the proof 
of (10.21) for elements of the form (10.23) follows the reasoning applied by 
[67, pp. 855ff.l the details of which, within the preceding more general 
framework, will be supplied elsewhere. 
Note added in proof Concerning the conditions (5.17) and (10.6), one proves, in effect, that 
these are always frue (!); this has already been noted in [55 (added in proof)] and proved in 
A. Mallios (Continuous vector bundles over topological algebras, J. Math. Anal. Appl., to 
appear (cf. Lemma 2.1)). Thus, one concludes that for every compact Hausdorff space X and a 
Waelbroeck algebra A, the category ITS IS an additive pseudo-abelian Waelbroeck category 
(ibid., Theorem 2.1; see also [54] for the relevant terminology). 
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